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SERVICES

TIIOliROUOHl.Y ENJOYADl.ll, HEALTllFUL,
natural tlierapy trentments and courses. Southwestern
Institute of Therapy, 881-86S2.
OS/24

Blood
Plasma

THESIS-TERM PAPERS-resumes..anything typed
by a ttroft:ssiona\-lowcst rates! 881·86S2
08/24
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete tYping and
cdilorial system. Tc~.:hniclll; gcn_eral, h:ga\, medical,
scholnstlc. Chnru& tables. 34~·2125.
12101
WEA VtNG, DYINO, SPINNING clnsscs stnrt
SeJifcmbrr 7th. Sum)Hcs, fooms, weavings available
at Weavers' Studio, 205 Stanford SE. 265~9100.09/01

Donor Center

294-4585 nights
08/25
('l,.ASSICAL GUITAR I..ESSONS: private lessons by
UNM Continuing Education instructor. Deglnners
welcome. 266-9291.
08128

TECHNICAL nRAWINGS C'ALI. 211·5501 days,

8 am to 5 pm

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

\ireS

ULtar

tudio

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Ul~1MlrtJN<i TO SANTA FE. need
dri~<mg· C'"i.penw~ MW~· 9 ~ 3, flexible. ('all

98J·H12ti.
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PI
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lllid a wu~h of cla~'>- "CrcH\1\iC Sign," 60(1 TrumHn
Nl• (uuc- blm•k 'W(Sl of I tlnlU" and San Mmeo). 266-
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I'II/A lltrt, 5112.'\ c·cnlral NE~, i'i nn\1.- a~·ccpung
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T1J.~lu
pcr<ton ·1 uts nt ri!~plllHihllll)'.
~~~qm:rqt1c- ~!rllan {)l"tr,l!J\';ttury; 217-Stm:.

2 blocks from UNM
255-5886
"QUALITY PI\IVATE INSTRUCTION"

On '"lie

Jl()V. i11 Marron l!a\1, Km.
Jloubtorc and the ~-1cn.:adu $;!. 00.

Pl:UGE~OT·N[SHIKI
Lli~l·uunt
emr~l
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with J.J. Mopctl Co-Op
268-.1949.
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to shnrc
Shirley, l·
08129

MISCELLANEOUS

("ltl·AP WATERREDS AT Water !rips. $99 buys
yon l) Any "llilc- dnrk walnut stalnl!d frame, 2) safety
tiller, J) fonm insulated comrort pad, 4) any size
maurcss with 3-yr guarantee. $99 nt Water Trips.
3407 Central NE. 255-2289.
02105

flaLP-"'U'>, 5

I

~-lOBJJ .F; l!()M[-., lll•ST 110uiL p1irk. N.M. Va!le} ~ct~
up. hx(;ellent condition, unfurni~.hcd., 14x68. 2UR,

PON I IM
WAGON. Dcrem.lalllei good
Cll"ln~!Lre~. $10(J,(}(J. 277-3l!0(1, 266-3976.
08.';!3

1 u.ro bath, \turttge, applia111:e'>. Owner, 344-lJ922.
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FORSALE

821-1137,

SUPER TUNE UPS, S10, you buy pans. Bob, 2654054.
08/25
USEO FURNITURE, HOUSEWARES, dlshe_;:rcasonable· prices. Harvard Vo.ricty, 134 Harvard SE.
255-6776.
08124
GREAT PRICES ON Bicycle purts and accessories.
Expert icpairs. Albuquerque Bike Co-op. 106 Girard
SE Room 117. 265·5170.
08125
'CANV' AS BACi<PACKS: Best buy ror books, 2
S!,YlcS, 4 colors. New lower 'prices on padlocks,
chains, and c-ables. Harldlcbar Packs: $2,00 art

regulat bw price. Richmond Bicycle Supply, 102
Riehniond NE, 266·1611.
08125
26" 10 Speed Schwinn Suburban. Excellent condition, $()5, 265·~6.
08/25
tiTADAI.. SJtYCLt LOCKS $5 ofr, Ouaranteed to

•
WE TALK
WESTERN STYLE from TOP TO TO E.
ALL THEM EVER LOVIN' B'RANDS
JEST RIGHT FOR TOP COLLEGE HANDS!
and .•• always for a little LESS in PRICE!
NOW.:. ain't that NICE!
COME SEE US REAL SOON.
OPEN 9-6,Friday 9-8

Admission $1.00
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First senate meeting of semester
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McCrane Elected
In its first meeting of the
semester, the ASUNM Senate
elected David McCrane president
pro-tem and voted on Vice
President Leonard Garcia's choices
for senate representatives to
executive and standing ASUNM
committees.
The vote for pro-tem was 12 in
favor of McCrane and 3 for
Senator Phil Hernandez. Senators
Jeff Piper and Phil Abney were
absent at the time of the voting;
Abney arrived a short time later.
Garcia's nominations for the
senate finance committee were
passed en masse. The lineup for
this, a standing committee, is: Eric
Lucero, chairman, Leroy Warin,
Karen Alarid, Mario Ortiz, Jeff
Piper, Sheryl Paloni and Tom
Fisher.
Appointments for the other two
standing committees, steering and
rules
and presidential ap-

pointments, were voted on individually. Except for Fisher,
rejected as a member of the steering
and rules committee, Garcia's
nominations passed.
Hernandez was voted chairman
of the steering and rules committee.
Members, as elected by the senate
Wednesday night, are: Joe Gor·
man, Ann Kelly, John Kelso,
Abney and Valerie Ervin.
R.J. Laino was voted chairman
of the- presidential appointments
committee. After considerable
debate, David Epstein was approved by the senate as a member
of this committee, only after a 9-9
tie was broken with an affirmative
vote by Garcia. The other members
of the presidential appointments
committee are Russell Sommers,
Beth Smith and Marc Seidman.
Approximately half of Garcia's
nominations for representatives to
executive committees were ap-

BANK CARDS WELCOMED

8800 CENTRAL SE/WYOMING

Fisher was nominated by Garcia
to be representative of the Student
Ptiblicatins Board. McCrane
suggested that Sen. Kelso remain on
the board, sayng Kelso's past
experience indicated he should stay
in the position. After lenngthy
debate, a tie vote was reached by
the senate, and Garcia broke the tie
by approving Fisher as senate rep.
Garcia nominated Ortiz as senate
representative to the Radio Board.
One sen;itor suggested that Laino
was a better chocie for the position,
since he formerly worked for
Albuquerque FM station KRST.
When a vote was called, a tie
resulted, and Garcia again broke
the tie by casting his vote in favor
of Ortiz.

NORML says arrests

waste city's revenues
Kaplin told the committee that
marijuana
arrests
by
the
Albuquerque Police Department
have increased 33 per cent since
1975." A large percentage of the
cases," Kaplan said, "are thrown
out of court or dismissed by the
judge. Arrest for these offenses is a
waste of tax-payers money."
Kaplan said the city spent $1.5
million last year enforcing
marijuana laws. The money could
have been spent on hard drug
violaters.

'il"'\
,.
,

proved by the senate Wednesday.
The vice president twice was forced
to cast lie-breaker affirmative votes
to see his choices approved.

Kaplan told the committee tbat
NORML
has
two-hundred
members in Albuquerque and
three-hundred members state wide.
"However,'' Kaplan said, ''we a~e
funded by ASUNM, so in a sense
we can consider every undergraduate at UNM a member."
Continued on page 3
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Mayor David Rusk, first in the speakers series, answers
students' questions in the SUB ballroom Wednesday
8 ROBERT R LFF'
affirmative action goals" in the
Y·
·
'
' '
department.
Some of the additional revenue
Mayor David Rusk spoke to would extend the life of
about 30 UNM students in the SUB Albuquerque streets, Rusk said. He
ballroom Wednesday, and made a said 59 per cent of city streets are at
plea for the support of his proposed least 15 years old, a figure he
quarter-cent gross receipts tax described as the life expectancy of
increase.
an asphalt street.
Rusk was presented by the
The tax increase would also go
ASUNM Speakers Committee.
for expanding city bus service, said
Karen Allen, committee member, Rusk. He said because of cxpcnces
said the speakers series will be free for drivers, mechanics, gasoline
for students this year.
and tires, 24 new buses approved by
Rusk announced that, although it the voters in 197 5 could not be
has not been confirmed,"! think used. The voters approved 33 more
the White House has intervened to busses in 1977.
insure the purchase by the federal
"If we don't get lhes.e funds, I
government of the rest of the will cancel most of the bus order,"
Sandia Mountains as a wilderness Rusk said. He said 96 per cent of
area.''
transportation in Albuquerque is by
Making his pitch for the tax automobile, which he called a
increase, Rusk said, ''We need this serious waste of energy,
r.evenue to continue basic city
Rusk also defended the proposed
services, and .in some vital areas 25 per cent increase in water rates
we're behind."
and the proposed 140 per cent
The mayor said the Jjolice force is increase in sewer rates, and said
below its authorized strenght and that 72 percent of proposed street
that half of the revenue increase repairs cannot be done with the
would be used to add 80 officers to present budget because of decaying
the force, and to" achieve all our water
and
sewer
lines.

Scholes offices remodeled

Officials move upstairs
If you'er looking for Vice
President
Marvin
"Swede"
Johnson, you won't find him in his
office. In fact, you may not find his
office. Johnson's first-floor office
five second~f1oor offices and a
conference room in the southeast

This isn't the first time that
construction has shuffled officials
around and it won't be the last,
Hooker said. Plans are being made

tc remodel the library, pharmacy,
dorms, .Ford Utility Center and
three projects in the medical
department, he said.

portion of said
Scholes
being
remodeled,
Van Hall
Darnare
Hooker,
UNM architect.
The process began the first of
June and is expected to be completed by Sept. 29, The plans were
designed by Albuquerque architect
Dale Crawford and the work is
being conducted by the Armstrong
Brothers Construction Co. The
project will cos't $59,959, Hooker
said.
·

, Western Weal'

Dandng Starts at 9:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served

i

I
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Wednesday, August 23, 1978
In the SUB BallRoom

>

Renovations?

lBring a bit of country into your lifo:.

Dazzle

i;

By ANDREW CARDONA
Alex Kaplan, NORML state
coordinator, said that no arrest for
possession or cultivation of small
amounts of marijuana should be
made and that public possession
should be made a civil offense.
Kaplan, who spoke to the city
Marijuana Study Commission, said
"Forty-five per cent of the
population in Albuquerque under
thirty-four," said Kaplan, "have
tried marijuana and eighteen per
cent of the total population of
Albuquerque are current users.''

08124

A,
Get Acquainted Dance
With

Thursday, August 24, 1978

I
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08/23

or best offer. Inquire: at 255·3094 or 842-8431. 08129
SINGER FVTURA TOP·of·the-Llne. Still under
warranty. Automatic- bobbin-winder, hns com·
puter'ized Stretch sliteh 1 sews on buttonS; blind hems,
makes buuouholcs. Also has lots of fancy stitches.
Reg. $750.00, must sacrifice Sl50.00 each. Call 881·
4889,
08123
1971 C(J HONDA, 7S0cc., extras. pcrreci condiiion.
Cali 265~3035.
08129
SUPER DEAL: 1968 Chevy window van: V~B, 307,
ST. Extras. Good condition. $800,00. Phone· 268·
0478.
08129
CROWN GRAPI·HC 4x5 camera; carT)'ing case, film
flashlikencw$17SJ~)

CAlLY

Tuesday Puzzle Solved:

FIAT- 128 SPORT COUPE,_ excellent m.p.g. Sl750

holders,

l

C

SINGER FUTURA TOP-of-the-Line. Still under
warramy, Au!omntlc bobbin-winder, has com·
pUierizcd stretch Slitch, sews on buttons, blind hems,
makes buttonholes. Also has lots of fancy stitches.
Reg, $750.00, must sacrifice $150,00 cash. Call 881-

5.
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48 As a

Rusk urges
tax support
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source
0 5 S
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sauce
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60 Penned
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61 Move
W'A y 5
briskly
DE E M s 0 D AS
62 Fancy
securely
36 Ordinary
63 Begat
13
Old
World
speech
64 Seed
lizard
38 Sitverside
23 N;t~;it,~iandtng
vessels
21 Wtne's
42 Elevated
65 For fear Ihat
25 Amer. agnc
partner
area
depL
22 Playing card44 Took a look
DOWN
26 Those tn
24 ----·Peak, 45 Guides a
power
1 Of rab;es
Colorado
vessel
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2 Ally With a
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group, Var
27 Blaze
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35 Run away
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28 Harness
49 Sojurn
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events
38 Killed
6 Sports
with
51 Something special
39 Kyle .. ··
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7 Buffalo of
tenlly
53 Equal:
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lnd1~ Var
32 Tapered
Prefix
41 Poetic tome
8 Human
leveling
.54 Make a
of day
head. Slang
piece
grating
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9111 treat
33 Singer---sound
43 French month 10 Pa1d ones
Lane
55 Choir memshare
34 .Jazz fan:
ber
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45 Female
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The only inconvience the
remodeling is causing is the temporary placement of Vice President
Johnson and his staff on the second
floor. PeterRask of the University
Counsel and UNM BUdget Director
James Wiegmann and his staff have
moved upstairs as well.
Other Than this incotwenience,
there is little disturbance, The area
has been partitioned off
muffie
Whil~hl noise and keep the dirt out of the
a111~a1/1 rest of the halls, said Emma Blythe,
1!!2'.1!.~~~~~~~!!;,.-...,. ________.__.______J secretary to Presfde)1t Davis.

to

BIN'/ON PHOTO

Major renovations in Scholes Half are expected to be completed by Sept. 29

l'agt• :3, Nt•w M<•xit'o llaih I.OllO, All).(tt,l2~. l!J7R

Balloonists
get high
on people
PARIS- Three American
balloonists who have been wined,
dined and bemedaled since they
crossed the Atlaantic last week said
Wedncsd<IY their biggest thrill after
the trip itself was the greeting they
have been getting from ordinary
people,
Ben Abruno, 48, Maxie
Anderson, 44, and Larry Newman,
31, all of Albuquerque, N.M., were
mobbed when their balloon, the
Double Eagle II, landed last
Thursday, applauded when theY
new to London and greeted by a
crtJwd of thousands when they
returned Tuesday to their landing
site 50 miles west of Paris.
Asked at the champagne
reception at Paris City Hall what he
most enjoyed about his trip so far,
Anderson said, "It's I he excitement
of the people ... people are enjoying our success in a very happy
way.

PREPARE FOR:
MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GRE
GMAT • OCAT ·VAT· SAT
NMB I, IL ][,
ECFMG ·FLEX· VUE
NAT'l:. DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
.Fie)(ible Programs & Hours
Tlitrt JS Q.dlffrrtnce!!!

~~&31=14.
,,

~~ONALN

~ CENTER

Ted f'rcparatipn Spectahsts Sttltl! 1938
For Information Please Call~

265·2524
127 Jefferson N .E.
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Guerrillas threaten execution
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UI'IJ
Marxhl Guerrillas tlJrcalcni ng to
kill 40 to 60 hostage government
leaders and legislators built an
execution wall inside Parliament
Wednesday and vowed to shoot the
first three unlc.ss their demands arc
met.
"This i~ no joke. This is
something very serious," said the
woman in second command of the
Sandinista guerrillas inside the
national palace. She relayed the
threat to kill the first three hostages
to UPI by telephone.
"If the nat ionul guard attacks,
we arc ready to drive them back and
among the dead will be not only us
b1tl everyone inside," said the
unidentified woman, who appeared
to be the only female among the
cstimatged 24 guerrillas.
The guerrillas set a 3:30 p.m.
EDT deadline and said the first
tl1rce to be shot would be deputies
Francisco Arge'al Pappy and
Enrique Sun chez and journalist
Luis Manuel Martinez, a Cuban
exile Jiving in Managua.
The guerrillas, who all wore

mask> and adurcs.scd one another
by number, demanded a $10 million
ransom, freedom for all political
prisoners in Nicaragua- estimated
at about 120- and airplanes to fly
out the prisoners, the gunmen and
their hostages,
President Anasta.sio Somoza
Dcbayle declared a state of
cmergeucy and deployed national
gu<Lrdsmen throughout the capital,
sparking violent protests by opponents who hurled firebombs at
soldiers and erected barricades in
suburban neighborhoods, witnesses
said.
A second squad of Sandinista
Liberation Front guerrillas, who
have been fighting the Somoza
regime in Nicaragua for 12 years,
occupied the national guard
barrncks in Las Chalupas, 12 miles
north of the border with Costa
Rica. A San Jose radio said
Wednesday.
Somoza, whose family has
ruled Nicaragua for 41 years, was in
his downtown Managutl office,
known as "The Bunker," conferring with his military adivscrs

and the Costa Rican and
Panamanian ambassadors, who
were negotiating with the gunmen.
The Guerrilla> early Wednesday
let 500 low-level government
employees leave the national
palace, ringed by heavily armed
national guardsmen and another
100 escaped through first-floor
windows, official sources said.
One unidentiFied American
businessman was among those who
escaped through windows. A State
Department spokesman said in
Washington.
A source inside the palace said
another 450 persons remained
trapped inside and 40 to 60 were
tied up and being held hostage- a
majority of the 70-member
Chamber od Deputies and several
cabinet members, including Interior
Minister Antonio Rostran.
"The source said the guerrillas,
armed with hand grenades,
machine guns and tear gas masks,
ahd built a makeshift "paredon,"
the wall against which executions
are carried out, in the chamber of
deputies.

----------~--------------~

World News

Boston fears

BOSTON (UP!) _ ·School orficials' ·said Wednesday the Ku Klux
Klan is attempting to recruit
·
membes among Boston's whtte
tecn-ag~rs two weeks be for~ schools
·
open for their fift,h year of courtorde. red school busmg '
"We arc aware of the efforts by
the Ku Klux Klan to recruit white
students" said John Callahan a
'
·
'
spokesman
for Ctty
School
Superintendent Robert Wood.
"We are indeed aware, and our
security department is making
inquiries into the situation and
developing strategies to give optimal safety to the children,''
Callahan said.
Boston has been the scene of
many racial incidents during the
last four years of school busing.
Carl Hand, a national organizer
for the knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, said Wednesday in a
telephone interview from Metarie,
La., the Klan is attempting to
rccruit members for its youth corps.
"We are in Boston distributing
material and attempting to build Up
the membership," he said. "I don't
know how many we have been able
to recruit but same ·people have
joined."
He said Richard Townsend is the
Massachusetts organizer for the
Klan. The KKK would not reveal
Townsend's address.

KKK recruiting

racJal
.Pamphlets . drsplaymg
.
epithets
post
ffi b and grvmg
b e a Boston
h K Kl
o tee ox num er .or t e u ux
Kl an, 1mvc b·een d'IS t n'bu ted ·tn some
Boston neighborhoods- including
H d p k d S h B 5t b h
Y e. far ~n1 • ?dut ? ohn, ot
areas
J .o, 1racta
c 1mct ents• m t e past.•
oscp 1 arson, asststant specta1
agent in charge of the Boston FBI,
said Wednesday the agency is
for b'dd
II
· r
. t'
1 en to co ect m.orma ton on
the Klan's activities in Boston
because of new guidelines on the
collection of domestic intelligence.
"But, if they get into the
ballgame of violent acts, then we
get into the ballgame too," Carlson
said.
"Efforts by the Ku Klux Klan to
capitalize on community disorders
in this city is nothing new. The
intelligence division of the Boston
Police Department is aware of the
activities of Mr. Townsend. And by
his own statements he is a pamphleteer,'' said police superinten dent John F. Doyle, commander
of the Bureau of Investigative
Services.
"Any attempts to recruit
members will be nothing more than
an effort to raise money by the
Klan, similar to their last campaign
in this city during the early days of
busing, When they raised some
money and then left town," Doyle
said.
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MOSCOW~ Womens panties
are just one item on a list of Soviet
consumer goods in short supply.
The influential weekly newspaper
Literaturnaya Gazeta Wednesday
devoted an entire page to an article
headlined "Shortages and Queues
-Who's to Blame?"
The article reviewed highlights of
a round table discussion organized
by the newspaper which pitted some
of its irate readers against
representatives of Soviet state
manufacturing, distribution, sales
and service industries.
The complaint about the scanty
supply of panties was voiced by
A. V. Potapova, manager of a
leading Moscow department store,
on behalf of her customers.
"! feel awkward mentioning it
bull have to." she said.
"The Sokol Clothing Factory
doesn't send us what we ask for. In
the last half year they have failed 11
times to deliver what we ordered,"
Ms. Potapova said.
Other consumer items in short
supply and long demand mentioned
at the roundtable included baby
clothing, cotton tights for children,
mens jackets, summer shoes and
even such mundane necessities as
salt and pepper, matches and nails
for the handyman.
And when shipments do arrive
sometime they aren't worth
keeping.
"Somehow we had to send a
whole consignment of goods back
to the Paris Commune Shoe
Factory. The whole lot," Ms.
Potapova said.
Light Industry ministry official
N.M. Nemirovcbenko refused to
take all the blame, complaining that
retail outlets widely vary the size
and timing of their orders which
overloads and underloads factories.

•••

WASHINGTON (UP!) A
British aviation historian reported
Wednesday the discovery in a barn
in France of an airplane
manufactured by Orville and
Wilbur Wright - one of the most
important aviation events, he says,
since the Wrights fleW 75 yeats ago.
"Everybody's agog over this,"
said Charles Harvard Gibbs-Smith,
a distant descendant of Harvard
University's first benefactor and a
1932 graduate of his ancestor's
school.
Gibbs-Smith, 69, considered the
world's foremost authori'ty on the
Wright Brothers, is spending a year
as a visiting professor at the
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Smithsonian· Air and Space
Museum.
In an interview, he said two
Danish bicyclists found the old
wooden biplane in a barn in France
and bought it from a farmer for
Baron J.O. Raben-Levetzau for his
old automobile museum in Nysted,
Denmark.
The cyclists apparently had been
hired by the Baron to search in the
European countryside for old cars.
Gibbs-Smith
bas
studied
photographs and says he is persuaqed the plane_ is a lineal_
descendant of the one which first
new at Kitty 1-Iawk, N.C., Dec_ 17,
1903. The Kitty Hawk flyer is in the
Smithsonian.
"There's a certain look about the
real ones," he said. "If you've been
in this business as long as I have,
you can tell a fake in a flash.''
Gibbs-Smith ·has written Raben"
Levetzau begging for more information, 1-Iis letter captures his
excitement: ''She is what we call the
standard Wright type A of 1908-09.
"There is only one other of this
type surviving in the world, at the
Deutsches Museum at Munich. This
makes your plane a machine of very
great rarity ...
"It is just possible, but unlikely,
that she was built in France under
license from the Wright Brothers in
1908·09 •.
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Kaplan

Continued from pBgu 1

that frQl11 huppcning. Right now I
would be oppo;cd to legalizing

marijl.lna,

When
asked
aboul
I he
distribution of large amounts of
marijuana throllgh black market
channels, Kaplan said "We arc
going to have to face the black
market problem in this country.
The marijuana black market is a
three billion dollar a year industry
in this country. How to deal with
the marijuana black market I have
no suggestions."
"However," Kaplan said,
"cultivation of small amounts of
marijuana would prevent the
purchase of marijuana from black
n1arkct sources.n
James
Roach,
committee
chairman, asked what the problems
were with legalizing pot.
"There arc to many problems
with straight out legalizing
marijuana," Kaplan said, "the last
thing l want to see out in the streets
are bill boards saying, 'smoke
Acapulco Gold' or televis.ion
commercials advocating that people
should smoke marijuana. Look at
what happened to cigarettes and
BINI\IEWEG PHOTO
Alex Kaplan, president of New Mexico NORML, speaks to the mayor's Marijuana Study alcohol in America. We must do
Committee.
everything in our power to avoid

It

The commission will hear
speakers unlit Nov, 15, when the
mayor will formulate a final
evaluation, said As,;istant City
Attorney John Meyers.
Meyers said future speakers will
be officers from the Albuquerque
Police Department and municipal
court judges.
Meyers said the mayoral commission was appointed "after Rusk
received input that the city should
look into marijuana laws. n
Last spring, NORM!. gathered
petitions to amend criminal
penalties for possession. Though
the organization failed to gather
enough peitions, the drive showed
there was significant interest in the
study.
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M.arijuana smokers in New
Mexrco apparently are no longer
concerned about .the paraquat that
could be in the pot they smoke. A
spokesman
for
Schoenfeld
Laboratory here in Albuquerque,
which has been testing grass
samples for traces of the herbicide,
reports that only one or two
samples of approximately 40 tested
each week come from New Mexico.
The overall number of samples
sent in for testing has decreased in
the, last few months. At its peak
penod, Schoenfeld Laboratory was
testing about 70 samples a week.
The majority of the samples now
being tested come from California
and New York.
Although the drop in samples
being sent in for testing seems to
indicate indifference bY. pot
smokers, Alex Kaplan, of the New
Mexic? c~apter of the National
Orgamzahon for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML), says
there is still cause for concern.

"Themediafurorhasdieddown,
but the Spraying of paraquat is still
going on,'' said Kaplan. He
recommended that pot smokers
have their marijuana tested, saying
that NORML's attitude on the
matter is "better safe than sorry."
Kaplan added that no home-test
kits on the market are reliable.
"Less and less samples have been
found to be contaminated," said
Kaplan, ''but maybe that's because
not as many samples have been sent
in for testing." The highest percentage of contaminated marijuana
detected by Schoenfeld Laboratory
in one month is 12.6 per cent, with
an average of 8.6 per cent for the
four-month period of March
through June of this year.
Although the government has
issued grave warnings about the
possible effects of smoking contaminated marijuana, the issue has
been clouded by comments from
unofficial medical sources who say
the government's claims have been
exaggerated.
Dr. Willima Troutman, director
of lhe New Mexico Poison Center,
told the LOBO in April that the
was ' . '
~·

.

!heoret!cal evidence. A report he expects the measure to pass, this
tssued 111 March by the department being an election year.
of Health, Education, and Welfare
"For the United States to pay for
says, "An individual would have to the poisoning of marijuana which is
ingest approximately two full smoked by many of its citizens is an
ounces of marijuana everyday for untenable position politically,"
two years (at contamination levels Kaplan said.
of 2,000 ppm) to reach the lowest
However, Kaplan said he believes
dose level where cell ddamage has there is an excellent chance that the
been obsrerved in animals."
Mexican government will continue
Kaplan said more research into to spray marijuana fields belonging
the possible effects of paraquat to people who cannot "buy off'
may result from a bill recently government officials, or those
passed by the U.S. Senate calling people who are suspected of using
for such research, and an end to marijuana revenues to finance antigovernment sponsorship of the government movements.
marijuana-spraying program.
Kaplan said marijuana smokers
The bill, said Kaplan, is part of should boycott Mexican products
the foreign-aid package before and cancel trips to Mexico in an
Congress and is slated for effort to pressure Mexican officials
discussion in the House and Senate into stopping their paraquatconference committee. Kaplan said sptaying program.
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to highlight
observance
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of health awareness
A campus health fair will highlight the observance of Health Awareness
Week afUNM Aug. 28 to Sept. L
Sponsored by the Student Health Center, the health fair, Aug. 31 to
Sept. I, will focus attention on health services offered on campus and in
the community, and on the early detection and prevention of disease.
In a proclamation designating Health. Awareness Week, UNM President
William E. Davis urged all students, faculty, staff and visitors to take
advantage of the health fair exhibits.
Booths will be set up on the East Mall at UNM and will be staffed from 9
a.m. to 3:30p.m. each of the two days.
Demonstartions of cardiopulmonary resusitation are planned and
participants · wifl have the opportunity for blood pressure checks,
spirometic testing of lung function and blood sugar screening.
Agenicies taking part include the American Cancer Society, American
Oiabetes Association, American Heart Association, American National
Red Cross, and the Bernalillo County Medical Center Maternity and
Infant Care Clinic.
The New Mexico Lung Association, New Mexico Melanoma Project,
Planned Parenthood Association and Sickle Cell Council of NM, lilc. will
also participate.
Oeneral information will be available on Student Health Center services
and on student health insurance.
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Wo aw appalled that both New Mexico senators voted against the
constitutiorwl amendment granting congressional representation to the
D1str1Gt of Columbia.
Tim rroposal, which was ilpfl'Oved by the House Mrach 2, passed in
thn Sonate 67 32, by ono more vote than needed for the two-thirds
maJority.
Srmators Domonici and Schmitt were joined in their negative vote by
ninn other Rocky Mountain senators. The two New Mexico senators
dtad the "rrovalent" western view that senators are supposed to
represent states. Domenici said senators are "synonomous with
representing states, not numbers." Schmitt said that with the privilege
of representation must come the responsibilities of statehood and that
tile Constitution does not provide for exceptions.
What is the confusion factor here is that words, which are symbols,
havn more persuasive power for some senators, and presumably their
constituents, than meaning. Because the word "senator" has become
synonomous with the word "state," should that be a basis for voting to
deny a resident of the District of Columbia the right to representation in
the nation in which he lives?
Senator Domenici said before the Senate vote that there is no
question some way should be found to give representation to D.C.
voters but that the amendment before federal legislators "flies in ihe
face ol the federal system."
While it is true that, as Domenici stated, the District is an enclave
belonging to all the people of the U.S., it is impossible to overlook the
fact that the District is populated w1th American citizens who are
denied federal legislative representation because their home is not
located in a designated state.
The proposal is a constitutional amendment. Contrary to what seems
to be the opinion of a substantial number of people, the U.S. Con·
stitution is not the gospel; with chaning times and eras, the Con·
stitution, too, has changed via amendments.
We are confident American citizens who live in states wfll give their
fellow citizens in the District of Columbia the right to congressional
ropresentation by urging their state legislatures to ratify the amend·
ment.
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Free horse happy
Editor:
Senator Fisher is wrong. But I expected one of the party "bosses" to
protest my action. Let me just say for the uninformed that freedom is
great, It feels great to be free of party pressure.
If president Swanson is independent of the Student Alliance, then
why were Student Alliance candidates handing out her literature? Why
not Coalition candidates? Sure, }echnically, on paper she was independent,
Have I not said in my previous editorial letter that I don't give a damn
about any political future? So the "politically ambitious" inference is
wrong. Maybe I've opened a "can of worms" by declaring my independence but I assure all the party die-hards that I can show the
LOBO and its readers which worms wriggle the most. Senators of the
Student Alliance are now trying to convince me (and you) that I did not
hear things like ''bloc-vote" "power" and "block the opposition".
Baloney I I can be more explicit and state that I've heard "party" talk all
spring and fall. Do you readers want ail the devious plots, plans, names,
facts, figures I have learned since I foolishly joined a campus party?
I restate my query: do campus political parties really do more good
than harm 7 I can see how a few members of a party can benefit, particularly "bosses,'' but what about students as a whole? Don't the
students and readers of this paper deserve positive, real evidence of the
"good" campus political parties supposedly do?
To identify with a party is to say, in effect, "I automatically oppose or
disagree with that person or that party". Yet it takes two-thirds
11greement to pass most legislative actions. Without the invisible "l'mdifferent·from-you" boundary line ol a campus political party,
agreement would be much easier. Look at the record:
1) A "circus" in the senate, partially created and kept alive by party
differences
2) A spring election with major political parties (Coalition, Student
Alliance) using mud-slinging, unethical and perhaps illegal ads and
campaign methods; threats of physical violence, chaos and controversy
occurred in elections commission investigations of the major parties'
candidates.
3) A budget referendum that was as political and controversial as it
was chaotic, and that still needs resolving, because parties openly
opposing and hostile to each other could not produce enough individual
senators to, determine what students wanted and then agree.
Can we ignore the fact that Senator Mario Ortiz, an independent,
seemed to do all right for himself in that he got elected, is well thought
of by both parties and has no open hostilities or antagonists?
It must be proved to the readers that party senators are out to do
more good for the students as a whole than they are out to do for
themselves.
Senators, what's your view? I'm sure the readers would like to know
{along with me) just where you stand. It's now obvious where Mario
O_rtiz and I stand~what about the other 17 ol you? Are there any more
takers for independent, free-thinking, responsible-to-the-students-andnoHo·the-party senators? Care to peacefully resign from the parties
and throw off the "bosses" who would like to toss on the party
"saddle" and "cinch" you _up with the bloc-vote? Haven't you got
enough pressure on you, being a student and a student senator
without having party pressures brought to bear on you? Take it from a~
ex-cowboy; The free horse is always happier than the one "broken to
the saddle."
ASUNM Sen. RussellS. Sommers

Technology expands
We can hardly wait until the University installs a computer system in
the cashier's office similar to that one used in the registration center.
rhe tines at the cashier's office are reportedly moving a bit faster than
usual, but a thirty-minute wait is about 28 minutes too long.
The new computer system, which will most assuredly "streamline
the paper flow" is scheduled to be completed by October. With any
luck, this semester will be the last one during which students can doze
off standing up while waiting to cash a check.

$15,000 gained ...
The university will be saving $15,000 a year because of the purchase
of two buses to be used for shuttle service between the main campus
and the north campus parking lot.
The two buses cost $30,000; the university had previously been
paying the city $45,000 a year for the rental of buses for the last two
years.
It's a little ironic, though, that the reason UNM returned the rented
buses to the city was because the city needed them for the new grid
system routes. If the city had not needed those buses back, the
university might still be wasting $15,000 annually.

• •

. and $15,000 spent

The old duck pond controversy, or a variation thereof, may be
surfacing once again.
Architectural and beautification plans are being made to enhance the
appearance of the duck pond area at a cost of $15,000. (Could this
expenditure possible be the result of the $15,000 savings in the shuttle
bus situation?)
When plans for the duck pond were first announced, there were
enraged outcries from members of the university community that the
money could be better Spent elsewhere, as in building renovation.
Although the planting of trees around the pond won't cause the
huiabaloo the digging of the pond made, it rnay stir up a little noise.

Anti-solar move
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Editor:
I'm going to point my finger squarely atPNM and say that they are
involved in a monopolistic price fixing campaign against solar. This is
not the firs.~ tirne .. In .1~0 GE _and .Westinghou~e pleaded not guilty to
charges of consp<racy and VIolation of the natiOn's anti-trust laws.
Today, investor-owned utilities are out to stop, delay and confuse
solar development, while the nation's3,000 publicly-owned systems are
helping.
..solar ~s co~petition ~o a ~revious monopoly, but solar technology
Wtll reqUire ut11ity ~cale ftna~c!ng. The ~tate's rural electric coops would
concentrate on wmd·e!ec:nclty, the ctty on solar-electricity, and the
fed.eral hyd~o:power d1stncts on pump storage, In effect, since the
major cost 1s battery storage, not production of electricity from solar
the existing wires act as a battery-substitute.
'
. The majo_r pr?.blern :"'ith sol_ar is n~t the technology, it is utility
fmances, It 1s uttlity policy that IS blockrng solar, but can also convert
the U.. S. to solar .

Ad m.,aiili11'! Fiank S.hur;ar
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A touring good will group of
college students from the Republic
of China will present a Chinese
cultural program at the UNM
Student Union Ballroom, Sept. 21
from 8 to 10 p.m.

Sponsored by the Republic of
Coina's Education Ministry and a
Taiwan television station, toe
students will perform a free
program of Chinese folk dances,
martial arts, traditional festival
dances and demonstrations of
painting and other crafts.
The UNM Chinese Student
Association will sponsor movies,
slides and speakers about the
Republic of China in the Student
Union Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. Sept. 21. A reception for the
touring group is also planned by the
student association Sept. 20 at the
UNM International Center,
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Letters

N

sends students
on goodwill tour

Editorial

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

New course
almost filled
By MARC MERVIS

A three credit-hour reading
course is being offered for the first
time by the Dept. of Secondary and
Adult Teacher Education in the
College of Education this semester.
Dr. Robert White, coordinator
of reading programs in the dept.,
said 150 students have already
registered for the course.
"Four sections are filled," he
said, "We still have room for 10
more students."
"Many students in the university
seern to Jack the necesary skills to
function successfully with collegelevel materials," he said.
He said the class can be taken
voluntarily
by
UNM
undergraduates at all levels, "not just
freshmen."

i

!

l

He said secondary education 293004, "college reading and study
skills," is still open to students. The
class meets Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 2:00-2:50 p.m. in
room 124 of the College of
Education building, he said.

I'M
Nor.

The Honors Center invites you to
flirt, flaunt, fool around or just
plain talk with our undergraduate
seminar professors in an informal
get-together at the Honors Center
Lounge in the Humanities building
on Friday from I :30 to 2:30 p.m.

The Elections comrntsston will
hold a meeting on Friday at 3 p.m.
The UNM f>re-health Science
in room 230 of the SUB. Everyone Club will meet this evening, at 7 in
is
welcome
to
attend. Biology room 139. Dr. Steven
Kranz will speak on social issues in
There will be a meeting for all medicine.
SPUR members tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the SUB ballroom

*****

*****

Awards
offered

*****

Start the year off on the right
foot. Disco Saturday night in the
Subway Station from 8 p.m.to
midnight. Cost is $1.50 per person,
$2.50 per program. Disco NHT

*****

Applications
for
1979-80
Fulbright-Hays awards. to study or
do research abroad are being accepted by UNM International
Programs and Services Office until
Sept. 30 according to International
Programs Director Gerald Slavin,
He said the grants, which are
provided under terms of the 1961
Fulbright-Hays Act, arc awarded in
academic
fields
and
for
professionally trained persons in
the creative and performing arts.
"The purpose of these grants is
to increase mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and other countries through
the exchanges of perons, knowledge
and skills," Slavin said. "lt is
expected that approximately 500
awards to 50 countries will be
given." he said.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens
who have a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent and they should be
proficient in the language of the
host country in. which they would
like to study.
Except for certain specific
awards, Slavin said, candidates
may not hold a Ph.D. degree at the
time of application. Candidates are
ineligible for a grant to a country if
they have been doing graduate
work or conducting research in the
country for six months or more
during the 1978-79 academic year.
Slavin said the lnstute of
International Education, which
oversees the awards, does not
require creative and performing
artists to have a bachelor's degree,
but they must have four years of
professional study or equivalent
experirnce.
Social work applicants must have
at least two years of professional
experience in addition to a master
of social work degree and candidates in medicine must have an
M.D. at the time of application:

is not a regular diner at La Posada,

bring him along next time and he tan. eat at half the regular
price with this coupon through August 31, 1978

It's the place you can go to on
campus for a variety of full course
meals, all you can eat at one price.
We are located just North of
Johnson Gym

"'

La Posada
Dining Service

*****
The UNM llallroorn dance club
will have its first meeting on Friday
at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB ballroom.

*****
An open house will be held at the
Computing Center, 2701 Carnp\tS,
N.E., on Friday from 10 a.m. to
noon. Visitors are invited. There
will be open viewing of the com·
puling
hardware,
terminal
demonstrations and displnys
describing various software, such as
compilers and statistical packages.
General documentation and
pamplcts will be available to
visitors.

*****

10% off with ad thru 9/2178

en era
.toe
For the best in

Head Supplies

·-·-·-·
Clothing
-·-· ·-·Posters
-·-· ·-·-

Tapestries

Introduce a friend to
a real hardy meal at
If you have a friend who

lleginning 11fter September 18
and contin11ing for the following
ten weeks, Dr, Michael lin ron, a
psychologist at the Student Health
Center, will ~ondnct weekly journal
therapy sessions for students, The
focus of the sessions will be UIIOII
fostering self-awareness and
problem resolution throngh writing
techniqnes and group dialogue.
Previous jour·nal keeping is not
nt•scessary. For futher information
cull 277-4537 prior to September
I 5.

Ballet Shoes - $6 50 - $7so
Toe Shoes - $14B 5
Jazz Pants - $l4°o
Danskin Leotards, tights & skirts

BUY ONE MEAL,
GET ANOTHER AT
HALF PRICE!

La Posada

*****

A colloquium on "hybrid theory
of operant conditioning" will be
prcscrm~d on Friday at 4 p.m. in
room 167 or the Psychology
building. Presenting the lecture will
be Professor Frank A. Logan. II
will he free and the nub lie is invited
to attend. Psych NHT

New Mexico Danccwcar
2417 Wyoming N.E. no. 10
292-2747

/IFRAI{)
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The UNM Chess Club will hold

an organizational meeting today in
room 2310 or the SUO.

r---------------------------------,
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Coupon

limited to firstlOOO students

good. for
- . one free ash tray

i

i
1
I

1 with a UNM ID, no purchase necessary I
L.

- . .

1

---------------------------------~

111 Harvard S.E. 8117 Menaul N.E.
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Program in hunter safety hopes

Band Dotes

to serve as educational model
A cour\c to train lwnter \Ufety
Hl'>tructor; for New Mexico
re'>idenh i'> being offered for the
lir'>l time at lJNM, '>aid A.,.,ociate
Profc\snr of llcalth l'dueation
Program'> Donald MeA lee.
The COUJ''>C i'> a fC'>Uit of
coopcr(rtivc effort'> between UNM
and the New Mexico Department or
Ciamc and l'i,h. McAfee '>aid he
hope'> the cour'>c "would be LL'>cd as
a model that Oi.hcr .'>late.\ may
follow toward standardization or

~

0

"Our department has worked
with state Game and Fish officials
for two years to develop this
program. We hope to establish a
national training model that other
states may follow," said McAfee.

19
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1200 rv;yorninfJ nc_
299-4443
Thursday 24

7:00 and 9:15
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"It Happened
One Night"
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In addition to learning the
fundamentals of firearm safety, the
students witl develop skills in
related areas such as principles of
conservation, hunting ethics,
techniques in outdoor survival, and
in using bows, pistols, rifles,
shotguns, black powder and muzzle
loaders. Students will practice
firing all weapons at nearby ranges.
Equipment and ammunition will be
supplied without cost to the
student, said McAfee.
"However, before we get the
course off the ground, we' II need
more students to enroll," he said.
The course is open to males and
females.
"We encourage women to take
the course. We live in a society
where females should understand
how to handle weapons safely,"
said McAfee.

PHOTO

A loaded gun and a loaded hunter are not safe, separately
or in pairs.

Christian Dior. Oscar de Ia Renta.
Givenchy. Designer frames th<1t help
you look your best no matter wh<~t the
fashion trend. lfs <IS though each
rlP.,<imoP.r h<1d your various moods in
from the start.
For your prescription eyewear
seled the frame that's right for you.
At TSO, we care how you look
life .... and how life looks at you.
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Wilding/Bonus, Pleasure Signals,
Visa IMP7003
Danny Wilding and Pete Bonus
have been in British jazz and rock
circles for a number of years.
Although never headliners, they
were competent backup artists and
members of several lesser known
groups (Brand X, Zocks). Pleasure
Signals is their first album together.
It's an all instrumental album,
more jazz oriented than rock,
extremely tight and well done.
There's no concept to the album, a
Ia Pink Floyd or Tull, but the tunes
fit together nicely nonthc\ess.
Wilding's
flute
work
is
reminiscent of John Almond's
tunes when he was with Kecf
Hartley. It has that sense of
direction not overbearing and
overproduced like Tull. Eortlt
Hymn has a 'Pau!'Winter-ish sound
unusual instrumentation and
everybody gets a solo. Bonus'
guitar work is an excellent counterpoint to the flute.
Pleasure Signals is intelligent
Bnglish electronic jazz, It's an
exceltent first album. JW
Mason Williams, Fr.esh Fish, Flying
Fish -059
The story is so old it has become
trite: Successful musician (you can
substitute any profession) wants
out, goes to the mountai~s
(desert/ocean/midwest) to get m
touch with him/her self (learn their
ax/find a meaning to life/etc.).
Mason Williams, composer of

"Classical Gas," "them Poems/'

Friday 25

7.:00 and 9:15

The New Me.~ico Symphony
Orchestra will be holding auditions
for orchestra and chorus member~
on Saturday and Sunday Aug. 26
and 27. The auditions will be hctd
in the Fine Arts Center.
Orchestra auditions are open for
all strings, and will be held on
Saturday. Tryouts for other in-

Last Concert
For Chamber
The final concert of the Chamber
Orchestra of AlbuqucrqtJe's 1978
summer season will be presented on
Sunday, August 27, at 4 p.m. in
UNM's Keller Hall.
Daivd Oberg, COA's music
director will conduct performances
from "Symphony No. 3 in D
Mitior" by J.C.F. Bach, and two
works by the English Composer
Frederick Delius entitled "On
Hearing The First Cuckoo In
Spring" and "Summer Night On
The River."
The featured soloist will be tbe
internationally known classical
guitarist Hector Garcia. Garcia will
peform the "Concierto de Aran-

writer for the Smothers Brothers, is
the latest in that long line. Fresh.
Fish is Williams' first album in
seven years (bet you lost count),
and, for as trite as the story is, he
has given it a new twist. He has put
together a fine bluegrass band The
Santa Fe Recital, and come up With
an excellent traditional bluegrass
album.

SUB Theatre

"International House"
W.C. Fields
Bela Lugosi, George Burns, Gracie Allen and

:·n~·

~~~~

There arc ten tunes on the album,
all in the bluegrass/country
tradition. The two vocal cuts, Bob
Wills' San Antonio Rose and
Lawton Williams' Pretty Frau/ien,
stand out among instrumentals like

Whiskey Before Breakfast, Blackberry Blossom, Devil's Dream and
Fisher's Hornpipe. Williams has
given these bluegrass standards a
new touch by adding a cello,
violincelli, and violins (not fiddles-there is a difference) to the
band, These strings give the tunes a
full sound, providing a bass accent
for the fiddles and banjo. The two
original
songs
on
the
album-Steve's Jig by banjo player
Steve Keith, and the title cut by
Williams and Keith-fit in nicely
with the old standards.
I have only one complaint about
Fresh Fish. The album is too short.
This one is well worth the bucks.
JW
Lorna Wright Circle of Love RCA·
2902
.
Circle of Love by Lorna Wright,
starring a vast arrary of excellent
session men and guest stars, is a
tidy smorgasbord of styles. Funk
(Love is Forever) is mixed with
disco (What's Gonna Happen) and
rock and roll (Stranger) and smooth
ballads (Magic In Your Eyes). This
disparity of style and players is held
together by Wright's voice and
songwriting with no resulting
fragmentation.
Jim Keltner's drumming is
outstanding on three cuts. Leland
Sklar, klaus Voorman and Mike

Recorded Message
Phone 296~8568
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Prescription eyeweat since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 4410 Central Ave. S. W.
Now at 7210-A Men\)UI Blvd., Sun Square Center
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applications available in GSA office, room 208, SUB
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CLEAHANCE SALE

1/:3 off

all Slnnnwr doth in~
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Student Health Insurance
Underwritten by KEYSTONE LIFE INS. CO,

Present Enrollment Period:
August 21,1978 thru September 10, 1978
Enrollment may be by
Fall Semester or for fu II year.
Enroll at: UMN Cashier's Office
Student Health Center 1·4 p.m. Daily
Local Agent's Office
Local Agent:
Charles R. Brothers, 8100 Mountain Rd., N.E!.
Suite 207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
Telephone 265-7040

.

New Students
,c~
Come To The
President's Ice Cream Social
And Activities Mart

.., II A LOM

has applications avail.able for
the following committees:

~ll~

"That
Reefer
Man"

~~~~ ·~
~""--0~~~

HAY·\ 'l

strumental positions will be held on
Sunday.
·
Musicians i nt crest cd i 11 the
tryouts will he a'>kcd to prepare one
short piece of their own choice and
will be asked to sight read from the
orche~tnil repertoire.
Chorus audition.> will be held Oil
both Saturday and Sunday.
Vocalists should be prepared to
perform a piece of their choice, and
will be asked to vocalize and do
some sight readin. All persons
interested in trying out for the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra and
Chorus must call the symphony
office at 265-3689 to arrange for an
audition time.

An impressing mixture of rock
and blues await the person who sets
Robin Trower's album on their
turntable platter.
Trower established himself as a
Jimi Hendrix "sound-alike" after
his first two albums and has spent
the rest of his solo career trying to
overcome the label. He has finanlly
succeeded.
The ex-Procol Harem member
has put together the nicest sounding
rock album in quite sometime.
Assisted by James Dewar who
has done vocals on all previous
Trower albums, Bill Lordan on
drums and Rustce Allen on bass,
this is one album which shows off
the versatility of not only the
feature attraction but the other as
well.
Best cuts on the album include
''Fool," "Birthday Boy" and "Sail
On." This is one album which is
definitely worth it for any one who
likes Robin Trower. JC

Di
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M

Cab
Calloway
singing

~~

Porcaro all add good bass playing.
Background vocals are contributed
by Kim Carnes and Gary Wright on
a couple of songs. Imaginatively
arranged instrumentation (cello,
disco clavinet, harp) give every cut
something to reccomend it. MDF
Robin Trower; Caravan To
Midnight, Chrysalis CHR 1189
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Thcte nrc still a !'~" opwin(1:s in
Marchini\ Band 1\n
pcr'>llns with mar~llin!' band ex
pcricnce. Anyone whiting to join h
urged to register ns soon ~L'> pm'>ihlc
for University Band 241. Band
pra<:ticc' arc held c\'cry Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday from 3 to 5
p.m. The band will perform at nil
home football games, and will
attend one away game. For more
information students are mgcd to
contnct Mr. Harold Van Winkle at
277-5545.

tlw ll NM

S,ymphon~ Tr~outs

Long Pla,yers

The designers had you in mind.

u
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The professor ;aid there arc
about 600,000 firearms registered
to resident> here. "Last year 21
shootings and 5 deaths were related
to hunting accidents. This shows
the need for firearm safety," he
said.
Most .'>Lates, including New
Mexico, require the weapon-user to
have taken a hunter safety course if
he b under 18, said McAfee.
"Although 25 other slates have
safety instruction laws, there seems
to be no uniformity in the type of
techniques used in the programs."

Lunch
5pecial

ARTS

Alfalfa's; 5001 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1 a.m., SOUTH"
WIND. This band has worked with Hendrix, Joplin, Burritos, and
Sly.
Apollo; 931 San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 8.30 p.m.-close, DAVE
AIN'T HERE.
Big Valley Ranch Co.; 8904 Menau\ N.E., DISCO, 9:30 p.m.-1:30
a.m., AMISTAD, Sun. 7-11:30 p.m., SMOOTH IE.
Caravan East; 7707 Central N,E,, Thurs.-Sat., 5-8,15 p.m., THE
KORDS, (happy hour), 8.30 p.m.-1.30 a.m., BOBBY LEE.
Eliot's Nest; 2294 Wyoming N.E., DISCO, 8.30 p.m.-1.30 a.m.
The Nest is changing management so you might watch this column for
changes. They also have some special disco effects the others don't
have. They also have backgammon.
The Establishment; 275 Montgomery Plaza, Thurs. and Fri., 4-7
p.m., FRANK LARRABEE, (happy hour), Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1.30
a.m., UNCLE BERT.
Friars East; 1200 Wyoming N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1.30 a.m.,
OUT OF J:HE BLUE, Sun., 9-11.30 p.m., BEAVERCREEK BAND.
Friar's Pub; 6825 Lomas N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1.30 a.m.,
SOUNDSTAGE, Sun. 9-11.30 p.m., BROKEM ARROW BAND.
Heights Lounge; 4021 Central N.E., DISCO, 9 p.m.-1.30 a .. m.
Hello-Hello; At the corner of Central and Washington S.E.,
Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1.30 a.m., STREET TALK.
Hog's Breath Saloon; 4800 San Mateo N.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-2
a.m., OLE SCRATCH, Sun., 8 p.m.-midnight, AUDITION NITE.
The Sunday night show is open to any body who thiinks they might
have talent.
Latin Quarter; 5402 Central S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1.30 a.m.,
MACHO POWER USA, Sun., 7-11.30 p.m., BROWN EXPRESS.
There's a cover charge on weekends.
Ned's .Eil'ortal 4200 Central S.E., Thurs.-Sat., 9 p.m.-1.30 a.m.,
PLANETS. The Planets are Ned's house band, and they normally
play every night except Monday.

hunter ,atdy program;."
Student'> will be certified to
ill'>iruct
hunters under
IlL
"Instructors who arc profc"ionally
qualified are in demand in communitie; and '>chools around the
state'>," >aid McAI'cc.

marching Band
Seeks members

.
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"The Drive.r" Wrecks

ARTS

The
Driver; 20th Century
effort was "Hard Times" with
Fox/EMI; M Plaza 4; 100 min, his sleep. As the obsessed cop who
is a ncar psychotic, Dern is Charles Bronson, which Hill also
rehashing a role he played in wrote, It was a box-office nonBy JOHN CAPUTE
"Black Sunday" and his per- entity, though appreciated by critics
here and loved by critics in France.
Ryan O'Neal is "The Driver." formance is near self-parody. It's Hill also wrote the screenplay for
He is a professional getaway driver, sad to see an actor of Dern's "The Getaway," which Sam
capabilities involved in such crap.
For Something Completely Dif- the best in the business. Bruce Dern
Arts Cnlcndur, August24-27
Technically, the film is flawless. Peckinpah directed and starred
is
"The
Detective."
He
is
a
cop
ferent," 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.,
Thursduy,
Aug.
24;
The
car chases on the Los Angeles Steve McQueen and Ali Mac Graw.
SUB Theater, admission charge., who pulls no punches to get what he freeways and streets are the best Peckinpah has made his share of
Him; "It Happe ned One Night"
Musical Comedy; "How To is after. He is after O'Neal. Isabelle chase sequences ever filmed, bad films in recent memory, but
st,u-ring Clark Gable and Claudette
succeed In Business Without Adjani is "The Player." She is a dwarfing even the pursuit in even at his worst there remains the
Colbert, 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Really Trying," see Friday. gambler who will take any risk if William Friedkin's "The Fr.ench stamp of a film genius in a scene, a
'lheatcr,
admission charge.
Cbnccrt; .I ohn Hartford and New the stakes are high enough. She Connection." The photography sequence, or even just a single shot.
pl<1y; "A Company of Wayward
Grass Revival, 8 p.m., Convention takes the big est risk of all by getting throughout the film is superior, In 'The Driver,' the best Hill can
Saint," 8 p.m., Vortex Theater,
C<:nter Kiva Auditorium, admission bet ween Dern and O'Neal. All exist thanks to cinematographer Philip hope for is something that reminds
admhsion
charge.
in a Kafkaesque Los Angeles, a city
charge.
Friday,
Aug.
25:
of unending darkness and shadows, Lathrop, who also filmed ".Ear- us of something done better by
Play; "A 0Jmpany of Wayward
Rcc.ital;
Robyn
Schulkoskiwhere everything exists in a moral thquake." The driving stunts have someone else. And when it comes
Saints,"
sec
Thursday.
Ncwton, percussion recital, 8:15
to be seen to be believed. They down to that, always go for the
vacuum.
Sunduy,
August
27:
original article.
p.m., Keller llall, admission charge.
Writer-director Walter Hill tries almost save the film.
Mu:.ical Comedy; "How to Suc- hard to be Howard Hawks in "The
Musical Comedy; ACLOA presents
Walter Hill's previous di~ectoral
ceed In Business," matinee only, Driver." The film is filled with
"How 'Jb S uccec<l In Business
2: I 5
p.m.,
sec
Friday. Hawksian motifs. Characters live
Without Really Trying," 8:15 p.m.,
Continuing
Events:
Popejoy Hall, ad miss ion charge.
on the periphery of everyday
Art Exhibit; Watercolors by David society in a city of near eternal
Film; "International House"
staiTing W .C. Fields, 7 and 9:15 Gale, Jon son Gallery, 1909 las night. Hill's problem is that he is ·
p.m., SUB 'TI1cater, oc!mission L11ma~ Rd. N.E, daily exc.pt not Howard Hawks.
Monday, Noon-6 p.m., free.
c h a rg c.
'The Driver' is too calculating,
l'k1y; "A Company ol' ·Wayward Art Exhibit; 19th Century Navajo too self-conscious. Everything is
Snint.l,"
sec
'thursday. Weaving, Maxwell Museum, M-F9 geared toward creating a successful
Snturduy,
August
2(1: a.m.-4 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m., example of "film noir," the
1-5
p.m.,
free. "cinema of darkness" that was
Him; "Monty Python; And Now Sun
•"·-- ---·
popular in American film of the
1940's and 50's. The Los Angeles of
Hill's vision looks too good; it's too
dark, too cold. Directors like
Hawks dealing with film noir in the
40's and 50's created their cities
7ft. T.V. "'"'('II
that existed in perpetual darkness as
metaphors for the void within their
characters. Hill's city seems created
2fi' Drink Spt•duls
because it looks good in the
Monday· Fool hall Night
\\'('drl('sday 8-!l
frt>t' popt·orn
background.
The biggest problem with "The
NO\V APPEAIUNG
Driver" is the characters them- A grim R!:Jan O'Neal faces a grim Isabelle Adjanl in "The Driver"
selves. There is not an emptiness
within the characters, the
characters are empty. Ryan O'Neal
The words pull at the reader as if
larf_(l! darwe floor
is cold and efficient and keeps a
they were hands reaching out from
poker face. Bruce Dern is cold and
the page. They are poems that
efficient and most of the time keeps The Retrieval System, by Maxine happen inside the reader as well as
Great lunches served dm.'ly 10am-4pm
a poker face. Isabelle Adjaniis cold
phone 881-8233 4800 San Mateo N.E. " ·
on the printed page.
Kumin,
and efficient .and keeps a poker Penguin Books, 69 pp., $3.95
across
Allwood.~
As Kumin writes in her" Address
face. No11e of them are endowed
to
the Angels," "We are locked up
with any character. They are all
By
Leslie
Donovan
in
our own story." With The
enigmas, without name, without
Retrieval
System, Kumin locks the
background, without any future.
lfappy II our
Her
best
friend's
suicide,
her
reader
into
her story as well as the
Enigmatic characters in film are not
4pmlo
father's
death,
her
children's
reader's
own,
and she throws away
new, but they can only succeed
7pm
leaving
home-are
all
things
for
the
key.
If
you
like poetry, The
Mon.-Fri.
when the questions they leave are
Retrieval System by Maxine Kumin
worth more than the answers. prize-winning poet Maxine Kumin,
O'Neal, Dern, and Adjani leave us lost only to be retrieved again in is well-worth being locked up in.
wanting the answers more than the nature, in the changing of seasons,
and in the systems of!ife.
questions.
Hill has given his actors little to
The poems in Kumin's new book
work with. The dialogue is as
The
Retrieval System tear at the
vacant as the characters. Ryan
heart
with the same power and
O'Neal tries hard to make "The
intensity
as the poems of Sexton
Driver" a flesh and blood being,
but it is hard when he uses one and Plath. In fact, Kumin's work
facial expression: grim. O'Neal is a appears to have been significantly
sadly misused actor who deserves influenced by her friend Anne
Sexton-in subject matter as well as
more than this.
in style.
HERE'S A SPECIAL COUPON
lsabelle Adjani has beautiful
OFFER THAT WILL GET
eyes, bUt she could have phoned i,n
The author of five collections of YOU IN THE PILOT'S SEAT •••
her part. An Academy Award
nominee for 'The Story of Adele poetry, four novels, and several FOR ONLY $10.001
H.,' Adjani is badly miscast here children's books, Kumin re.ceived
~----------------·-------,
and is totally wasted. The saddest Poetry magazine's Eunice Tietjen's l This coupon and $10 entitles you
waste of all is Bruce Dem. An Memorial Prize in 1972 and the : to a pre-flight briefing, a Discovery
excellent actor, up there with Pulitzer Prize for her Up Country: 1 Flight during Which you actually fly
Robert DeNiro, Dem is reduced Poems of New England in 1973.
l the airplane under the direction of a
here to playing a part he could do in
Kumin's poems can't be ignored.
l Certified Flight Instructor, and a
l special after-the-flight evaluation.
1 And $10 pays for everything!
I
I
I It's our way of introducing you IQ
I the mosi popular flight training
I
I program In the world, developed by
I
1
I Cessna, world leader in personal
flying.
It's
a
system
that
brings
'
flight training down to its simplest
form, mal<es it easy for everyone to
learn to fly. With the best
instructors, the best airplane, and
the best curriculum.
Dukes vs. Spokane
Whatever you do you can do it
1 better ifyou fly.
Friday August 25, 1978

Arts Events

Basketball Rugby
Greats
Return

C. J. JONES
QUARTERBACK

Sr., 6-3, 200
i.

SIJ.OOI

OLD SCRATCH

In Search
Of A Leader
C.J. Jones will be lost to the. UNM football team for about four weeks
because of a bruised sternum, Lobo offensive co-ordinator Walt Klinker
said •. Klinker said Jones was reported lost night to be in satisfactory
condition at Presbyterian Hospital. Klinker said he did not know how this
would affect C.J. Jones' chances to make the team.

Book Review

Q.;;;

WANT TO

25c Beer

and
Free Trac II Razors

25~

beer a.va.ilablethroughout the evening
and free Gillette Trac II razors to the frist
I ,000 people entering the stadium.

Game Fri., 7:30 p.m.
Next 25•
Beer Night
is
Sept.13

l $10 DISCOVERY RIGHT COUPON l
1----~~-----------·----~~J

Benco Aviation
Mid-Valley
AirPark
865-5482
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By RAY GLASS

....'·-

we have a lot or experience coming
back. We're not a big team but
we're good ball handlers.
"We have a strong serum coming
up but the backs nrc still unknown.
But, because of our strong serum,
our strategy will be trench war fare.
We'll keep the ball close in and let
the other team make I he mistakes,"
he said.

~ookbag
Special!
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Full Service Car Wash

(Wash, Vacuum, Clean Interior)

50"0FF
Exterior Wash

_,.

i,,

~
......,..

8449 Lomas NE
(Lomas at wy·oming)

•

~

M·F 8:30 a.m.-5:45p.m..
Sat.8:00a.m.-5:45o.m.
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With This Coupon, Expires 8/28
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For two years he's been the backup man, firmly entrenched in the second
spot on the depth charts. He was called upon briefly last season, when the
chant "CJ, CJ, CJ" rolled from the student section of University Stadium,
but after two games returned to that number two spot.
But C.J. Jones hasn't soured on football. In fact, he is filled with excitement and enthusiasm for the upcoming Lobo football season.
"Everywhere you go the fans are going to want a winner and it's the
same here at UNM," said the bearded, soft·speaking Jones while waiting
for the daily meeting with the coaches. "And I know we're going to have a
hell of a season this year."
Jones, a 6-3, 210 pound senior from Los Angeles, is the bullet passer
among the Lobo quarterback candidates. He completed 31 of7I passes for
492 yeards and four touchdowns last year while appearing eight games and
starting in two.
Although he readily admits to enjoying passing, Jones is quick w.peint
out that his passing, or that of any of the other quarterbacks, is just apart
of an overall offense that he has confidence in.
"The offense (the pro set) is not too complicated, and once.it gets rolling
this year it's going to be hard for anyone to stop it," he said.
Currently involved in the fight for one of the three quarterback slots on
the team with four other candidates, Jones is confident he'll be in one of
those spots. He is also confident about two other aspects fo the team which
affect the quarterback- the receivers and the offensive line.
"I'll be completely honest," he said, "You cart't find a better crop of
receivers anywhere. In fact, we could put in our second string receivers and
not have to worry. And our offensive lineis definitely better than last year.
It's one of the team's strong points.

Interchangeable
Solid State Software TM

modu.les
Each contains complete

library of programs for
specific applications

area. Come in and
see our selection.

........__....
• Just plug ih a prerecorded So rid_ State· Software
module of your choice into a Tl-58 orTI~59 arid
it's like havin·g a small customized computer at
your fingertips. A compfete software library for
yourspeclalty. You don't even need to knowhow
to program! Master Library Module of 25
programs included.
• Or use the built-in programming capability of the
Tl-58 and Tl-59 to create your own programs.
Personal Programming guidebook teaches you
how. Permanently record your own programs on
magnetic cards With the Tl·59.
• Add the PC-100A thermal printer for a quiet, highspeed printout of your cafculations. program
listings, plots and curves~even instructions and
headings In plain English.
Tl Programll!able 5~. Up to 480 program 'ieps or up
to 60 memones available forcustoiTI·programs.
Tl Programmable 59. Up to 960 program steps or up
to 100 merr1_ories available for custom programs.
Records programs and data on magnetic cards
(20 blank cards included).

Purchase a Tl-58 or Tl-59 between August 15
and October 31, 1978 and receive a
·
tree copy of Sourcebook for Program•
mabie Calculators, a $12.95 value
bonus book, to help you gel even
more from your Tl programmable
calculator. See coupon for details.
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Te)(aslnstruments Wilt sond you a rree r:opy pi Soureeboak. Tor
PtOg'rammab!eCatcutalnts, ·a $12 95 value when you {1) Return thrs
r::ompfetecl coup~n. rnc:ludrng serral number, {2} __a1ong wrlh)'bur
completed Tl·5B orTI-59 cus!omcrrhltilmalron card (packed rn bOx),
{3) a dated eopyof proof of your ptJrcha'ii!lo\lerifyrng purchase between
Augu:;.\15 an_d Oc•ober31, 1978. YoUr c0uf)ori 1 cuStometlnform.atlon·
card, alld da_led copy. of prootol purchase must be postmarked on
or before Novcmber71978, loquallfy lor' thiS Spedr:H ofiet, Book:
covtlrs S:IEip·by-step programmcd solutiOi'ls ro ptobtoms In a wrde
tange·ot fields: malhr:!IT'Iaht:s. Calculus. statistics. bustnossnnd
openi.IIDhs reSe:iiCh, ecoMmrcs, brolo!;)y, englneotrng, physics and
•
asfrOI'lomy, musrcand much more.
Send1o:
'TI·SB/59 Free Book 0Ucr 1_P·,o, SoX 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408
N11me __

Addfli~S
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UNM rugby coach Harvey
Alexander has nearly a complete
side returning from last season but
is still faced with several unknowns
as the Lobos open practice for an
18-game fall schedule.
Only one of 15 positions remains
to be filled on the A-side but
Alexander is hoping for a good
turnout of new players to fill a Bside and needs to replace three
starters.
Last seeason the club had 35
players on the roster and was able
to field two sides for the first time
in !he sport's six-year existance at
UNM.
"I'm hoping for at least 30 and
would like to sec 40 or 50 players
come out," said Alexander. "I'd
like the club to continue to grow."
The Lobos lost three A-side
starters, Bernie Dittenhofcr, Pat
Toohey and Hank Crumpton when
they graduated, players that
Alexander said were vital in the
Lobos 5-7 season las! spring.
"1 hey were key players anct Will
be hard to replace," he said, "But

\
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Los Angeles, CA

Basketball ·ghosts from UNM's
past, including the hauntingly sharp
moving Marvin Johnson, will
return to Loboland to play in the
Third
Annual
Lobo-Aggie
Memorial
Basketball game,
Saturday Aug. 26 at 7 p.m. in
Johnson Gym.
The Lobo and Aggie greats will
be playing the game in memory of
John Anders, a promising Lobo
football star who collapsed on the
parctice field and consequently died
of sickle cell disease in 1963.
Tickets arc available throughout
the city including the ticket office at
the UNM arena and are $3.
Ron Lee of the Phoenix Suns will
be on hand to go one-on-one with
the Detroit Piston's Eric Money.
The series between the university
greats is now tied at one apiece with
no more than two points determining the winner.

Serum Strong
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Student ghetto rotting away
IJy DANIEL GJUSON

but weed> patches and gutters are
often .~cattered with rolling rarer
Anyone who livc.s in or ru~sc.\ and tree matter, the real mess is
through the area south or Central found .in the alleyways througboul
across from the lJniversity can the area.
agr~c on one thing, its dirty.
Residents or the University area
While many yards are nothing complain that both rJics and
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Campus Bicycle and Moped

!llehmdOkmsJ

§

o1sc5~~:!:r~~~Es

Japaneese 10

• LOW· OW Prices on Mopeds

9!119
09121
r·il.M PROIJUC110N \VORKSHOP: A non·
a(ademi1.:, hantl~·(ll\, introduction to 16mm filmmaking taught by 11 working filmmaker. Gar)'
Doberman, 266-0863, arternoons..
OS/3 I
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
ca~ey Optical Company, 25~-87J6
1~101

are epidemic during the
warm spring and fall and
throughout the hot summer. Longlime residents, who have maintained their homes and yar, blame it
on the sestaurants and student in
the area. The student tenants
blame it on neglect from the city
and their landlords. 76 per cent of
the area's homes are owned by
absentee landlords, says the Aug,
report or the city Planning Dept.
Renters state that there is not half
the trash can slpace necessary to
deal with the amount of trash
generated.

WON'T PEDAL? Don't meddle.,.,·isit Kevin at
Ri~.7hmond Bicyde Supply 1.02 Richmond NE. P(!r<oonal ~ervi~,.:e, di~l!'ount ptices and expen repairs. Free
m~tru~:tion, too. 266·161 I
08128
PE·RRY'S PIZZA. Deep dish piu:a by the sllcc ;md
pan. Plus ~pedals featuring fresh M1lads and slices.
2004 Central SE. (Acro~s rrom UN,M")". 843-9750.

08125

SOPHMORES • WE SALUTE YOU for hanging
tough the first year of collegc. I r you need an added
inct:mivc to cominiJC we su_ggest you check out lh<= AJr
Force Offk(:fS Training Program. Check it out b.)'
sunply adding A.F ASP 200, Development of Afr
Power. (Mondays 1:00 to l:SO pm, or Wedensdays
~:00 to 8:50 um). No hussels; but an opportunity to
Jearn abqul Aero-Space anti to che.ck out whetl1cy you
\\·ant to join the l\\·o-ycar pro&rum next year. What
other ,;ourse leads .m financial aid, etc, and a
pro(c~~ional job contac1 upon graduation'?
09101
ROOMIDOARD RESPONSIBLE Woman to live-in
(pm ate bedroom:balh) & t·urc for2 children B,ges8 &.

While atthoritics from the Ref~se
Dept., the Weed and Litter Dept.,
the Environmental Health Dept.,
the Liquid !Wast Division and the
city Planning Dept. all admit they
are aware of the problem almost no
one offers answerw or is willing to
say they are to bloame.

This bright news probably won't
have much effect on the University
area however as Archuleta stated
that most of the sewer lines in this
area are under the strets, while the
roach and fly problems are centered
in the alleyways.

featuring
the Sounds of

Eldon 'Ottis

Nor is help coming from the
Environmental Health Dept. Abe
Lucero,
the
Environmental
director, says that they do spray,
but only for flies and mosquitoes.

Greer' Feldman
AT THE
SUBWAY STATION

He says, "As far as cockroaches we
have constant complaints.''But he
looks at them philosophically,
saying they've been around as long
as people have and probably always
will be.

Student Union
Building Basement

The director of Vector and
Rodent Control, a division of the
Environmental Health Dept., Fred
Malone said, "We have a fly
problem in the area.''The high
density housing combining with an
over abundance of pets, dirty yards

and

LIGHT SHOW
Sponsered by SCEC
$150 per person

and the summer heat are the
ingredients for a fly problern he
stated. To combat the flies his
people use pyretheum spray, a
botanical spray rnade from
chrysanthemums that is non-toxic
to humans.

$2.50 per couple

10. 2:30P.M. · 9:00 P.M. Monday· Friday. End of
UNM. 265-

Augu~l thru May. Hon1e 3 block5 from
5~1SorBR3-1439.

JT'S TH£· Pl. ANFTS for your dancit1g plc:tsurc at
Ned'~ ... '1112

a.m. th1~ v.ee);;.
08124
Vl~TS··A l L RETL'RNING ,·cteram intere~1cd in
mgan!I.ati•'n<tlactt~itic~.

I

and hazardous scenes like this one
monplace in the student ghetto south of campus.
He said they usually respond to
any complaint within 24 hours, but
view cockroach invasions as a
landlord-tennant problem and
don't spray for them.
The answer given by Karen
Ward, the director of the City
Planning Dept., to the trash, roach
and fly problem is neighborhood
clean-up campaigns.The Planning
Dept. is in the final stages of
completeing their 31-page paper of
recommendations for development
in the University area. Ward stated
that the feeling the've gained from
area residents and their study, is
that "alleyways are more a neighborhood thing.'' She says residents
don't want the alleyways paved,
though this would reduce another
problem, that of dust. While
helping with dust and trash, the
paving, residents feel would en·
courage more traffic and noise.
She stated they are going to
recommend in the report that the
University area become more
pedestrian oriented. To make
walking more attractive they plan
to ask for landscaping along
Central, and that the dumpsters in
the alleyways be hidden from view.
But in response as to what ought to
be done to the trash spilling out of
the dumpsters she had no solution.
John Bettinger, the head of the
Weed and Litter Dept., a division
of the Department of Services, said
of the trash and its related
problems, "I'm very much aware
of it" He said his inspectors are

END OF
SUMMER SALE

he said in regulating trash is that
"many of these people don't own
their places .. " He said that "legal
responsibility lies with the oc•

CHINESE~ jiJ~
CUL TU RC

.

cENTER

~ :ff.J. ,J;,'J,

~iPA1!!Pc.; TAl-- CHI

Another difficulty he has had this
summer in enforcing the litter
ordinances has been his lack of
inspectors. Usually there are three
inspectors for the city, but this
summer he had only one. As a
result he admits the University area
is "probably in a little poorer
condition than it would be."
About restaurants he says that
the trash bins located near the
restaurants are each restaurants
responsibility. If overflowing

Next to Lobo Theat·or

Phone
2flll::7023

CONCEPTIONS SOUfHWE.ST, UNM's new
publication o( crca.ti\'C, anio;!ic and literary concepts.
On ~ale now in Marron Hall Rm. to.S, UNM
nook.;,lore and the t..1ctcado. $2.00.
09l01
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B!Kl· TO ClASS. ('on two bedroom, mostly
furnished. Private y;lrd. $100.00. Call 262-1751,
Valley Remals, $]5.00 fee.
08130
AIR COND1Tl0NED THREE bedroom. Newer
'arpt·t~, fenced, kids, pm. $16S.DO. 262-17!il, Vulh:y
Rentals, $35.00 fee.

/;;it.;;:hen, chllclren welcome, $135.00.262-1751. Valley

Rentals, $3~.00 fee.
OB/30
OFF .LOMAS SUPER threc bedroom house, s~onc
fireplace $2$0.00, utilities paid. Singks. 262-175(.
Valley Rentals, $')5,00 fee.
08i30
Bl O('I.:.S TO UNM. Finely furnished one bedroom.
Children, pets. $85.00. 262-1751 Valley Rentnls,
$35'.00 fee.
08130
THREE FEMAl.l3 STUDENTS TO share house in
co-op Christian (i\·ing situatiOil. lnteresl in personal
Chri~tianily, world hunger requirt'<i. Rent: $50-60
-monthly. Cmnaet United Ministrie-s Center, 247·
0497. 1801 Las L.omas Rd. NE.
08130
HOUSE TO SHARE, $130ma., utilitic~ included.
Ron, 294·5113,

08/30

APARTMENTS FROM $125, all
$175. 293-2380, 265·2494.
\OLith 200" office space 20.

12n

utilitie~

pald. 2DR,

Central SE, turn
09, ·o1

FOR SALE

5.

t1RI.A T PRI< f;S ON Hi.:'ide- Pilrl\ and lll"O.:C\\mJe~
f-w~rt repair,. Albuquerque Jli~e Co·np WflliirarU

Sl· Rmlm 11"1.

::!65·~1"~0

OS

1971 C'B HONDA, 750cl!., extra~. J1Cr/"et:L cr:l!lditiofl.
C'ali26S·30.3S.
08!29
SUPER DFAl.: 1968 Chevy window van, V-8, 307,
~T. b:1ra~. Oood .:ondHiotl. $800.00. Phone 268·
0478.
08/29
DRUM SE1. EXCU.l ENT Gret~ch. Stand~, hlghlmt, ~;ymtml~ $400. fi6S·6096
08 '30
195.:! C'ADH.LA(" PICK-UP, rtltl'i. E!:Ood, wood be~,
$600, 196~ Sunbeam Alp1ne, run\ gt111d, loo~<. wor,c,
mah.eolfcr.24;Hi$37.
OR·JO
THRH• Al·fl-'('1'10f<.JA Tt· AKC rcgl'tcrl'd male
Coder Spnmel puppit.:\, $100. 268-8%4, 2.47-4138.

or:

2~

~OJ· A, FXn~t.l [·!"ZT .:undilk1\J. $JOO.
Call 1':21-:;\222.
08 .•~0
•62 C."HEVY BISC'AYNl~. Rum rco11l}' well. $475.00
Call25.5·-411 ;!..
08130
MIRANDA 35MM Sl R nuucra w1th 1.90mm lcm
und bt1ilt-in light mch;or. (Jood ~·ondillon. $100. 247.
4196 d;w~. a')k for Pi! I.
Olii30

MOIJER:N

\IOPED-1978 CI!'!.-1ATTI. 1300 mili!s, handlebar bag.
collnp~ible side baskcl\, locking. chain, 2-sollon );!.US
COIII:lincr, All for$400. Call2.47~3296
()8 ·'25

1969 KARMANN GHIA con\oertible, fair b\td)·. good
engine. $390. 242-?774. 294-5419
08:30
CROWN GRAPHIC 4xs· camera, carr}'lng .case, filnt
holder!;. na~hlikenew$175.00 821~11.37,
08124
SUPER TUNE Ul 1S. $10, you buy pari~. 1lob, 2654054.
08125

2.~

CANVAS BACKPACKS· ne,t huy ror b(lOk~. 2
~t~lc~. 4 I.'01ors. NeY. lower ptiCL'' on pnd!(ld·'·
dwitl~, anlj cable-~. Hnmllcbar Pu..:~lt· $2.00 tlff
regular b\\ price. Ri.:llmond D1..:Wle Stlpp!y, 102
Richmond Nh 266· !61 I.
D& 2'i
2(," 10 Speed Schwiun Suburban. Fx(ellcnl l'(md!Hl'ln, $95,2tiS·0641l
08 2~
CJTADAl- BIC'YCl-l: I.OCKS $5 off. OLI~r:tn\e!;'.d to
$2.00. R.C. Halcn·~ Bkyde~. 2122. Coal l'! Sf·, 2
blocK~ rrom UNM, offYnh: Blvd, 843-93'18.
OR, 2~

mcmhcr~hirl.

HOUSING

NEAT FEMALE ROOMA1(:; needed to share:
spacious 2 bedroom ltotrsi! next. to Hyder Park 20
minute walk to UNM Si20 pil,ls Vi t.uilides $120
dcp6Slt call Hclcri 256 ..7829
08/25
11RAND NEW, spacious·two bedroom npartmcnt for
rent. Minutes frorn campus and freeway. 298·1732
09/01

FEMALE ROOMMAT\l WANTEO. $\15/mo. plus
1/i uillities. Li7.. 265-9195, 881~748t-l.
01\/30
ROOMMATE WANTI:m f'EMALE, 3 bedroom
honse1 ·sr SO w!utiHlics. CaU Silvia., 255:4684, 08/29
SUPER ltOOM/UOARI) Iii exeh:mgc: for hOlisehold
help. Near VNM, t1exiblc arrangements, i4j-_34M.
08/29

DOWNTOWN DUPLEX, LOFT, two bedroom,
905 Silver SW, Si50. 247•
8647.
09/01
FEMALE kOOMMATn WANTED. $102.50 plus
112 utilities. pets o.k. 256-0S•iO, Kathy.
08/31
FEMALE. GRAOUAT'E WAN't'E!I), share luJWtY
N.E. Heights ·n1rartrrrcnt. $1 :18."00. Call294·1 '117 nfter
Vatd ~ goad neighbors.

4:00p.m.

08/JO

.,'

I

2 blocks from UNM

255-5886

Slure<.llt ~7114 llllllil~ St. ~!i16 ~1cnau1 NE
09· Z')
BAB)'S[lll.R 1-<JR 1WO ~htldren after whunl
Mu'>t h;n~..:ar, refercn~-e~. Plca,ecall R!{l-412'. 08 24
J.I\NITORS, MAll <\ND J"EMAt r: Pt'rmanenl,
part·tunc C\Ctling wmk- No expc:rii:m:c- neo.::cs.~nr~
Apply Milrtin Mam1cnan.:e, I..\ I !\.h..,illa .S:I~. J·OU6:00 p.m
11lL24
WORK

ScL·r~lllfY··

STlJDY ·-ASSIST ANT

f-.wcuen.:ed··bl or \I)Cond }'ear o:.tudetl!··Tor pay for
nght

per~on•-L ot"i

of

re~ponubtli!y.

Ca.ll

Albuquerque Urban Ob~ervatory; 277-·56)8. 08!25
PART-TIME COUNTCR ~ale~. E'-enings and
weekend~ Approximately 25 hollr(o JlCf week, Apply
in pcr~o\1 at l!niver'iit)· Dairy Qm:en. 2100 CcnLr;ll
Sl,.
08130
POI.ITtCAl. WORK I;OR Republican pnrty; Jlhone
talling;ncxible hour5.
Gregory. 883·1776.

$2.(15/hour.

Call

Ro11na
08/30

Fcx further lola
pleaae call
Dr. Harold BDiiy
at AlrO·Amerlcan
Studies, 277·5644

"QUALITY PAIVA TE.I NSTRUCTION"'

Hd. Frlns. 293-00J

Jntru'J'(1Afw.

W. IO:UIJ-12:1!larn

Okunar
l'rof, 1\·eft)· .\IO<Jte

Ed. Fdrts. 293-IXH

Hill-.!,

'ITII:()0..12.:15:un

l'rof, Sam Jcllm'-lm

I·:C.I. Fclns. 293-005

Black C4•Timlmil~·

T'rU;30-IOo#lalll

Dr. IIAtc!ld J!ailey

Ed. Fdns. 293-006

Institutional
lbcl.llll
Afrit-an l.iterainrc

\\', 6!30-9:15pm

i•rnf.Ray
llaniillc;(l
l'n1t. Fc.,doSikud

Tr 8:00-9:l5am

Mod. &_Cia.~5.
l,:mgs. Hll-001

Swahili

,\IWF 2:002:50pn'l

l'rof.Sam :"igt~la

l·::d. Fdns. '391-0112

Prhhlcms

Arr.

Dt.ll~trotd Bailey

!·:d. Fdns. 591-002'

1 nJhlcms

Arr.

Dr.lhmld Bailey

Jnrlhidual Study

Arr.

Pror.Sam Johnson
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•• 10Z discount
••
to

••
•

••
•
••
••
•• all students ••
with
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••
••
••
••
••
••
•• California Art Supply, Inc • •
•.
current

D.

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FOR MATT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Central Ave. SE. AlbUquerque, .... 117106 I 505·265-3733
_
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ACRORSFROMJOHNSONGYM

_

_

·········~······

Sun., Sept. 3- Sat., Sept. 9
Civic Auditorium, Albuquerque~
All the Big Names in ski· gear!

--===================-=-·-·

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Exhibit
briefly
6 Fruit salad
ingredient
10 H.S.T. or
L.B.J.
14 Blackmore
heroine

or277•5645

l'rof.~hi:unc

L

MISCELLANEOUS

2:t

,...........•.....,

•

ON 29

PARl-llfo.U: JOU JHttdUO\I(:" ~tudent" llllh Alter.
Rtnln~ :ind l'\Cillll~~. \1U\I b~ able Ill work [-ndit't omd
C.,atmda\ mght~. Mmt he 21 \Cilt" <~ld <\pp\y 111
per'tl.l/1, 011 ph~'nc ~all" plca~e. SaH•-\\',t't Ltqum

Dr. Charles
Bttknt'll

& Teachers

t ;tll~l\ltlt"\, I

\UC"

EMPLOYMENT.

6.

~~ .!l.JO..tt: t5rml

C:en. St. 2.99'-_!JOIJ

ll!!~lhir

1 J 1\m

32:22

ll~

,\l,W. 4:3(1.5:~511111

5

1,

Tr1p~ 1-IN hu)'~
dati, '"-1.11111\ ~tutTlt'i.llwnw. ~~ ~'lkl'l'
h11c1, lj ftliWl Hl\Uht!t"li \'liJLli\Ut pJd, 41 Ill\'; ~11C
nlllltH''' \Uih 1 Yl p;\1,\lo\11\rc $9\1 at \\ ,UI.'I l lip,\
140 .. { ~·nrm] Nl· .z~.o:; _:l~HIJ
IJ~ O'i
I Rl· (\\
(h,} 1"~1-N\.-~~il ~s·, ~~·;l·c .. ~;;~n~ilK ·10

~tlu

!'.10PED<;i·l'f.UGFOT, VfSPA, Sach~, Oaraws, 5
per cent di~count wtlh .LJ. Moped Co-Op lllCI11·
ber~hipJ222 ("cnlral S.E., 268·3941).
09' 01
MOBILE HOME, BEST allult park, N.M. Valley Wl·
up. [•'!(cellt"nt condJtion, unturni~hed, l4x()8, 2RR,
Jll'o bath, ~lmage, appliance,. Owner, 144-9922

liistury
Afrit';lll Jlulitit"S

280-0IIS

~

H·, llt'i'd 1t1 ,11<\tt'

()9.'01

1\ fn._,\ rncrkail

l-:~lish

df!\IIIJ! t'X\1("11\1'\ M\\'1
9il1 Hl2tl

8.

tIll o\P WA[( IUU·JlO.., !\.t \\,uer

~.'\NlA

publical(dn of creative, artist h.' p.nd Ji(crary ClliKC[il~.
On .~dl~ llPV.' in Marron Hall, Rm. 105, UNM_
llook'>tore and 1hc Mercado. $2.00
09:01
l'bUOE.OT~NISl-llKI
BIC't'('l ~.S 10 per cent

21H.IKJI
Jlol, Sl'i. 352·001

AnJrr.Studie
nacimt &
Amer. La\.\

t"Ot\1!'-:HiliN(i lo

ncv.

CONCEPTIONS-SOUTHWrST··llNM'~

Fall1978
Ed. Fdmo.

TRAVEL

DELL BICYC'l l~ ll~H.Ml'TS nov. $29 9$! Sa~c $7!
R.t' Halctt'~ Bicycles, 2122 Coill PI :;;r;, ~ bh)ck~
from UNM, off Yale Blvd., 84~· 9178.
08!2~
VW CAJ\1P.ER VAN. 73 Good CClm.lit1nn. lapo:.
RaJJtl. Radial\. $1800. 2M-6892. Lenny.
OR-'JO
19fi7 PONliAC \\'A,lON. Dependable; good
engine, ttr~~. $300.00. 277-]806, 266-:'\976
08123

Afro American Studies
Schedule of Classes

111~1.

7.

HICYO.FS! NEW f\H:XlCO'S largc~t ~cle.:Lion. We
arc ovcHtoi.'!.;L'tl! Over .500 tu choose from! Urin& 1h1~
ad m for a J>pccirtl 51\Jdent discollnt. R3.". Halett'~
BiC)'Cles, 2122 Coal PI SE, 2 blol:ki from !,.INM, orr
Yale Blvd., 84J·937IL Lenn).
08/;2.5

di.,r;ount wilh J.J. M()pcd Co.Op
Ccmrnl SE 268·3949.

FIAT· 128 SPORT COUPE, excellent m.p.g. $1750
or best offer. Inquire: at 255·3094 or 842-8431, 08129

0~/0i

"'

DULCIMER AND GUITAR lessons. 843-6487.08/29
GROWER'S MARKET OF Albuquerque. TueSday&
Saturday 7:00.a,m, • li:OO noon, 4ih street, Central·
iijcras. f're~h fruits and vegelables New Mexi<:o
grown.
08!i9

!

spotk·.~~

:!~Iii

SERVICES

p.m.

4.

08.-'30

OFF' CARLISLF LARCiE two bedroom,

I URNill'Ri·. Hot 1 ~l:WARfS, dt'>hi:~.
Hunurd Vane\\', 1341\an.rml SJ·.
(1'?7t~.
or: 24

liSH>

rc\l~onabk· pnl·e~-

LOST & FOUND

i

Cn-.1

[\\'() Bl'l>R()OI\·1, ..:entrlll mr, up.
plio.nce.~. Kid~. peh. $140.00 utiltlie~ pa1d. 26~H7:'il.
Val it:) ~cntab, $35.00 fcc
OR -'30
NORTHhASl

THOUROUOfH.Y ENJOYAULE, HEALTIIFUL,
natural thcrapytrcaimcnts and courses. South ...:cstern
l_n~tit_Ute ofTherap~·. 881·8652.
08/24
TIIESIS·TERM PAPERS-resumes-anything typed
by a professional-lowest rates! 88t-86S2
08/24
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial SYstem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholaStic. Charts & Utbles. )4$-2125.
12101
WEAVING, [)YING,. SPINNING classes start
September 7th. Supplies, looms, weavlngs avaiLable
al Weavers' Studio, 20S Stanford SE. 265~9100.09/01
TECHNICAL DRAWINGS CALL 277~S501 days,
294-4585 nights
08125
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS: private: lessons by
UNM Continuing Education instructor. Beginners
welcome. 266-9291.
08/28
BEGINNING MASSAGE WORit.SHOP led by
C011nic AtkinS. September 2·-3. Call 836--3763 alter 6

The trash/roach/fly /landlord/tenent/residenl dilema haS
its roots in their history of the
University area. The majority of
the homes in the area were built
before 1950, with 41 per cent built
before 1940. Those'homes recieving
maintainence are still attractive,
clean dwellings. The August report
of the Albuquerque Planning
Dept., though; states that a large
number of the. houses show slight to
moderate deterioration and that 50
per cent are sub-standard, And as
the houses are slowly allowed to
decay the transient student rnerely
carts Off the rotting furniture and
pieces of walls and ceiling and
deposits them in the closest place,
the
ole
back
alley.

J<, l'gla..,S('\ or ConLH•f Lt·n~.,l'"

ONF UH)ROOM ~.Fl·. SlJS.OO uuhtte~ p:uU. 2936954 nfler;. p.m.
08.")0

l O~;JT: A OOOb FRIFND through silence._
08129
LOST MAlE CAT grey white tiger with whit~ front
lc:g~, chc~t. mm,nh and nose wearing collar with 1917
t!lbl~:s lag:, nn~wcr~ i(l Junio.r. Reward (l(fered. Call
842·6715.
08/30

For individual houses or apartments and multiple dwe!Hngs of
four or fewer apartments the
Refuse Dept. regulations state that
"sharp or extremly heavy materials
should be placed in disposable
containers Other than plastic bags.
Tree trirnmings and similar refuse
suitable for bundling should be tied
in bundle not to exceed four feet in
length and two between 7 and 8
a.m. on the scheduled pick-up
day."

suppuEs 4 Bot>KS
3015Centrat N.E.
Albuquerque. N.M. 87106

08.'25

happens they notify the Refuse
Dept. who constult with the
establishment and either, ideally,
increases the number of collections
a week or installs a larger trash bin.
Last of all we have the position
of the Refuse Dept. They state in a
memo to commercial and industrial
sites that, "The actual producer of
the refuse will assume the principal
responsibility for furnishing
adequate facilities and access to
same at all time.''The memo goes
on to say that the Refuse Dept. will
determine "the type, number,
capacity and location of these
containers based on the amount of
refuse produced."

MARTIAL ARTS

(505) 266·8113

introdu.:t!,)f~

Mtke, 2<7.41 ~o.
OSJJO
t>AI't'lN<j r·VN WITH l!NM'\ 13allromn Dance
Cluh, 7~10 r.m. FnJa~. Augu!ot 2Sth in tile SlJB
Balli 111'111.
OR-" 25
WHY NOT 1 I·'\RN French in I·rance with tt)lal
1mmer~tml'~ It l.tkc~ tlfll~ K \\eek~ t~' <~t1am Ouen..:y
and (1111\, IJ. ll) <~dltc~~ fh1crK,. ut the hcn\:h
t'nt\cr,ii~ le,eL
Run in ..:oi~J;et<llton \\Jth the
l:m,~:r"n~· ol Cacn, thc\C o;c~\tom (Fall, Spring,
Summer) indude ran1il} hnn~ and progr:lnuncd
11\~lr\l..:lllln~ (;1.0 hour' a "c:ck). The~ nrc open to
dctcnnincd hcgtnncr<, and neat tJC'r,inner~. Opening
;tl.,u a new pfltg.ram at the french Ri'.icra. For more
inlt."Jrmannn ~,aU Profc... ~or Dinller R42·;<;48;!, or Diane
K2J-tnHH.
0H'.30
\\'Or..H:N INH·RHiTFI> IN Playing rUJ!b~· call Jan
!\h:OI.';_tdl), ~6~·0828.
OS!JO
CRLAT1\'C PEOf'l E NFFDED to ftll staff
]10\ition\ on t.INM'~ t\rL~, [ ilerar~· Magarinc. Apply
Murton Holl, Room 105, morntng~.
08!30
JAN AND A.\.LISON. weh:ome- back from
ll;tn}albufar! In our world v.c cnn do the TIME
WARP ;u~ain! 1. (wr:Trom l!Jairte, Jeri and the Gang.

~'

cupahL"

2421 SAN PEDRO NE

there will be an

j!.otthcrlng- on 8·26 ·;s, l·tJr further info . .;all ('i~co or

6th Annual

20-50% OFF on selected new
and used equipment.
Sale stat·ts 7:30a.m.
Saturday, August 26.

OSI:ZR

Pl:RSONALIZED, CUSTOMIZED l.I("ENSE plates
add a IOU~h of cln~~. "C'rcativc Signs" 606 Truman
Nt. (ane hlock WC!it of 1 oma~ and San Mateo). 2669091.
08128

notified of violations regularly, but
that when attempting to enforce the
litter laws they often cannot find
the guilty party. Another problem

a "

ROOMMA l'I; WANTI·.b 2 bdr. IOYinhou~e. $1\~.00
~:~~:h plu~ phone, ncar Wyomin~ mall, 299·6998

PRHiAN~,'Y TESTING and ~oun..:eling cn\1 :2.47-

coclroach.~

Ed Archuleta, the supervisor of
the Liquid Waste Dept., said they
had over 300 complaints of
cockroach infestations in July
alone. The complaints stated that
the roaches were concent5rated
around sewer drains. A spraying
crew was organized to fight the
roaches, but Archuleta says that the
problem is impossible to contain
with the par-time operation. He
says his department recently put in
a request "for a full-time spraying
unit", to be financed through
moneyin the upcoming mayoral
supplemental budget.

PERSONALS

15 Gutter site
16 Leafstalk
angle
17 Inner: Anat.
18 Sour fruit
20 Newsroom
section
21 Preserve
22 Llv~ly
oultng
23 Black: Poet.
25 Least upset
27 ··--·- up:
Drank
30 Witches
31 Sharp to the
taste
32 Smooth
shiny
coating
33 Logger's
tool
36 ··-: Nam or
CC11g
37 Penniless
38 Operate a
gun
39 Classllied
40 Speak
PUblicly
41 Hair color
42 River to the
Ob
44 Flat
surfaces

UNITED Feature Syndicate
45 Makes more
Wednesday Puzzle Solved
modern
RATA STAB MACKS
4 7 Bears the
A
0 W W I RtE
l N A l·l E
cost of
8 l T E E T NA S T R J P
48 Chemical
prefix
l N EIID E L I N U E N T 5
49 Lion
DE 5 Pi! T E
U 5 D ;::.A~-=-r.,..
50 Arizona
..,~,+!l~rNs
FREE
TOP
native
ISIL A
F LIEtF
p IIN E
54 Vocalists
H0 LE 5 LA I N R0 T E
57 Feline
ILLS
MORN
HONOR
mammal
P E P E I,;;SCJ.·;.1-1'IS;.~'"'"'"'"'"~
58 Being: Sp. M A I
GAEL
ATl!:..lflA5T
59 Materials in
5 P A C E T R A v't~B A R
veins
E A T U P A L 0 E M0 L E
60 Twilled
WR 0 T E S T I R I D E A
cloth
5 I RE D P 0 DS L E 5 T
61 Hardy
heroine
aspect
40 Premlnger
62. Trap alolt
12 Sarah·····:
and
63 Fourth
estate
Eng.
Harbach
actress
41 Journalist
13 Precipitation
Nellie ..•
DOWN
form
43 Livestock's
1 Withdrew
19 In harmony:
grazing
abruptly
2 words
areas
2 Unfrequented 21 Cash on
44 Exactly tight
3 Branch of
delivery:
45 Del eat
learning
Abbr.
unexpec4 Place ot
24 Group of
tedly
distress: 2
plants
46 Suffix with
words
25 Marsh bird
radio or tete
26.Extrude
47 Past the
5 Man's
nickname
slowly
prime
27 Hot rock
49 Manitoba
6 Nut tree
7 Deserve
28 Bitter
1ndian
51 Fabled giant
8 Ancient
29 Head men
Burma
30 Fabric
52 Stabilizes
village
32 Golf course
prices
9 Con.federate
feature
53 Angers
soldier:
34 English
55·"· up: Add
Informal
. composer 56 Stumble
10 Mark with
35 Marries
57 Cookbook
spots
37 Soft cheese
abbr.
11 Facial
38 More gaudy
13

CETAjobs
up in the air

New Mexico
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Uy ANNA POOLE
The future of 55 employees on the UNM campus whose positions arc
Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) are uncertain due to
mismanagement of funds at the city level.
Phillip Alarid, director of UNM's personnel office, said the University
"aoesn't know" what it will do .about the problems arising frotn CETA
budget deficits program or what will happen to the 55 employees hired
under the program.
The CETA office, administered through the mayor's office, reported
Wednesday a deficit of $915,000 if the program continued through September 30, the end of the fiscal year.
The CET A main office reported enough uncommitted funds to reduce
the cleficit to $652,000.

Traffic accidents mount

Freshmen and Sophomores!!!

Sbc~~hospitalized

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN HEAVY
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND
A GUARANTEED GOOD JOB WHEN
YOU GRADUATE??

CETA reported funds will reduce deficit
Before Mayor Rusk's press conference Wednesday, CETA regional
director, William Harris called Rusk and announced that $350,000 in
emergency funds would be sent to Albuquerque to cover part of the deficit.
This reduced the deficit to $302,000.
The budget problems arose from agencies failing to include cost-of·
living raises and merit salary increases into their projected budgets, Rusk
said.
Lela Martinze, a clerical specialist IV in the CETA program who works
at Student Financial Aids, has five children and is divorced.
Martinze said she received a call from UNM's personnel office Wed·
nesday afternoon. "Personnel told me there would be a new flash and not
to panic,
"I don't know what to think. They might just tell me this afternoon I
don't have a job tomorrow. Personnel said not to panic and others in the
office say there is no money."
Alarid said after his office received word of the problem, his office
contacted all 55 employees and told them •'not to panic. A month is a long
time to start planning."

WE HAVE A SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM THAT IS A
GOOD DEAL

I

Personnel told clerk not to panic

I:tl

'

j
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FISHER PHOTO

This auto accident, at the corner of Yale and Central, is one of many that occur in the
University area

Six people were hospitalized as
the result of 15 separate traffic
accidents in the university area this
week, police said. "Mopeds,
bicycles and drivers who are new to
and unfamiliar with the university
area were the cause of most of the
accidents,'' said Albuquerque

FOR THOSE SELECTED:
•·· FULL TUITION AND FEES PAID
• ··· ALL TEXTBOOKS PROVIDED
··· $100 PER MONTH TAX FREE DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
SUMMER ACTIVITIES WITH PAY

the mayor's office channeled CETA funds

''!j
,,

;,.,

AND WHEN YOU GRADUATE

'

1'''

~ 1

•·· G\;ARANTEED EMPLOYMENT WITH EXCELLENT
SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFITS
···YOUR CHOICE OF SEVERAL OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS·
INCLUDING FLIGHT OR NUCLEAR POWER TRAINING
···INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL, ADVENTURE,:AND NUMEROUS
OTHER BENEFITS INCLUDING ADVANCED EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES

' i

I
PI
, I'.1·

1

AN UNCONVENTIO-NAL CHALLENGE
CAN
YOU

FIND
OUT
NOW

QUALIFY
???
• • •

Ill
•••

STOP BY 720 YALE, NE (ON CAMPUS) OR
CALL 277-3744 or 277·3745

wants to spend the week in the
hospital, or a day at traffic court,"
he said.
"Our main problem is one of
manpower," said Kline. "If we
have to continue concentrating on
these traffic snarls, we can't answer
calls in other areas."

New library security works
(

GET STARTED IN THE
UNIVERSIJY OF NEW MEXICO
NAVY and MARINE CO~PS
ROTC

Police officer Tim Kline, who is
assigned to the area.
Kline said "unsafe movement"
on the part of drivers and riders
were the reason for most of the
accidents.
The officer urged extra caution
by all university drivers. "Nobody

Alarid said UNM plans hinge on whether the $350,000 in emergency
funds will be distributed proportionally or not.
An 8 a.m. meeting with 'President Davis, Vice President for Finance
John Perovich and Alarid was set for today.
CETA is a federally funded program to relieve unemployment. "The
Federal government· sends money to states and cities that qualify. In
Albuquerque the money is channelled through the mayor'~ office," Alarid
said.
Alarid. said the city administers the program, UNM requests positions,
the city allocates them and the employee is treated like a UNM employee.
The University cannot afford to put the CETA empoyuees on th.e UNM
payroll, Alarid said.
.
.
One alternative, Alarid said., is to reduce the employees workmg time to
half·days. "Another alternative is to recover through a hiring freeze and
divert that money into a pool to finance CETA for a month"
Alarid said the city administers the program, UNM requests positions,
the city allocates them and the employee is treated like a UNM employee ..
The University cannot afford to put the CETA employees on the UNM
payroll, Afarid said.

I
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By DEBBIE LEVY
If any of you clever little thieves
are planning to steal a book or two
from any of UNM's libraries,
forget it. The new security book
system works.
The effectiveness of the security
system was proven Wednesday
morning at the check-out area of
Zimmerman library. A LOBO
reporter hid a library copy of Griffie
arid Punishment in her purse and
tried to exit through the security
area. When she reached the "exit"
bar, the bar did not release, a bell
sounded, and she could not pass
through. The library staff member
manning the security check·out
-asked the reporter to back up and
try leaving through the adjoining
exit bar. When this mechanism
prevented her from exiting also, the
staff member asked her to "return"
to the book check out desk and
have the book "re-desensitized."
The book had never been either
checked out or desensitized.
The new system, wllich was
installed last week, cost an
estimated $22,000, based 011 figures
submitted by the 3·M Company,
who furnished the detection system,
said University architect Van Darn
Hooker.
Dean of Library Services Paul
Vassallo said that although not all
the books in all campus libraries
have been sensitized, a "Vast
majority'' of the total 800,000
books have been treated with a
special sensitizing tape. Vassallo
said the process of treating the
books has taken two years but that
all new materials received by the
ContlnulJd on page 3

:A•·'

One alternative, Alarid said, is to reduce the employee's Working time to
half-days. "Another alternative is to recover through a hiring freeze and
divert that money into a pool to finance CETAfor amonth."
CETA workers are in many positions at UNM Alarid said. •'They are at
the physical plant, in clerical .POSitions and even in some professional
positions."
.
. ,
Alarid said it would be difficult to replace CETA employees with workstudy students. "It would take a good number of work-study students to
replace one full-time worker and the continuity is lost." ,
.
.
The impact, if all CETA employees were lost, Aland said, would be
"great" on those offices with CETA workers.
Once the problems facing CETA employees during September are over,
Alarid said the University must decide what is to be done for the next fiscal
year.
"We don't know what the budget will be for the next fiscal year. We
have one month to Work on that solution, The bill is not out of Congress
Continued on page 3

UNM student vet
population declines
One qf the last organizations
from the 1960's is slowly dying out.
. The number of student Veterans
who are going to school under the
Gl Bill peaked in 1974 with 2500 at
UNM. This year there are 1500;
said Joel Sherman, veteran's
education representative.
"We are seeing a steady drop off
in enrollment figures,'' Sherman
said. "Unless the GJ Bill is rein•
stituted by 1985, student vets will
number about 100 or 200."
"There will still be Gl BUI
student veterans for another
decade," Sherman ·said. The
FISHER PHOTO
wartime education program may
LOBO reporter Ann8 Poole surreptitiously puts a copy of not be used·after 1989.
Persons who entered the military
Clime IJIJd Punishment into her purse.

aftedanuary 1977 were not eligible
for di Bill bene!its. After that date,
veterans call go to school onder a
"matching funds" program,
Sherman said. Under the Con"
tributary Educational Assistance
Program, servic~men invest part of
their paycheck into the fund each
month. When they get out, the
government matches that amount
and the savings are used toward
education, Sherman said.
The veteran's representative said,
"The only drawback is that the Gl
must plan ahead for school While he
is in the military.''
So far there have not been any
veterans registered at UNM under
the "matching (unds;; program,
Sherman said.

